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INTRODUCTION 

Discontinuous or cellular precipitation is said to occur when a 

supersaturated phase (a') decomposes to the structurally identical, but 

solute depleted a phase and a new S phase 0 by the growth of cells or nodules 

of the parallel a + e mixture (usually lamellar) into the au phaseo This 

reaction appears metallographically (figo 1) identical to cooperative eutec= 

toid decomposition 9 eogo pea~lite growth in steelso Segregation takes place 

at the advancing interface between the cell and the d matrix 1 showing the 

origin of the discoatinuous label, ioeo the composition of Cl 9 and a remain 

constanto The cooperative side=by=side growth of the a and S phases accounts 

for the two striking features of the isothermal reaction 9 i~eo the uniform 

spacing of the lamellae., and constant growth rate o Such regularity suggests 

that one may be able to predict the kinetic parameters through a thermo= 

dynamic and diffusion modelo Therefore this thesis is concerned with the 

growth problem of discontinuous precipitationo 

We shall examine previous theories of growthg and derive the kinetic 

details for a model which assumes the existence of a metastable monotectoid 

and adherence to local equilibrium at the interfacea The extent to which these 

theories can be tested and distinguished experimentally will also be discussedo 

The experimental work consists of a description of the precipitation 

behaviour of copper rich copper-indium alloyso Tbe observations of precipi

tation by meChanisms other than the discontinuous mode are included so that 

the latter can be properly placed in relation to the general theoretical 

considerationsa The precipitation behaviour is compared with that of other 

alloy systems to see which features are specific to each system0 and how 

ideal each one is when measured against the theoretical .stan~0 

1 



lol Introduction 

CHAPTER 1 

DISCUSSION OF PREVIOUS WORK 

Discontinuous precipitation has been reviewed in the literature 

seve,ral times in the pasto Much of the discussion has had the aim of 

%'elating this :reaction to the more familiar general precipitation ( 33, 36) o 

Smith (31) has discussed the morphology and kinetics of the reaction with 

special reference to general microstructural principleso Sulonen (144) 

has reviewed the micrographic features 9 kinetics and possible conditions 

for the occurrence of discontinuous precipitationo In this chapter we 

shall document these feat"~J.res 0 expanding on previous workso It is apparent 

that there existsa variety of duplex cooperative transformations other than 

the familiar eute·ctoid pearlite and controlled eutectic solidification 

reactionso Of thesef)discontinuous precipitation is but the simplest exampleo 

It is also apparent that there is now available a sufficient amount of 

kinetic data to make some comparisons with theoretical predictionso 

lo2 Simple Reaction = Morphology 

The most obvious feature of cellular precipitation is its initiation 

at a structural imperfection 0 usually a grain boundaryo Nodules have also 

beaD observed in Pb=Sn single crystals at dendrite boundaries (34) 0 and 

discontinuous precipitation has been implied from x=ray work at high super

saturaticm in single crystals of Cu + 4 = 5% Ag (l) 9 however the perfection 

of the crystal was not notedo Gruhl and Kramer ( 6) observed that no cells 

2 
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formed on sub-grain boundaries in Cu=Ag alloyso Underwood (79) showed cells 

within grains of a Au=Ni alloy 1 but the a~sence of inclusions was not estab

lishedo Finally hS~J~·r;.:a.l::t~ (5) demonstrated that the majoritJ,:,,.,Q~.,~ 

small (~30 p) Pb=Sn spheres (highly perfect crystals) remain supersaturated 

while bulk material underwent the usual discontinuous precipitationo 

Since the cells do begin growth at a grain boundary, it is reasonable 

to ask whether a cell is the cooperative growth of the common grain boundary 

precipitateo There is evidence that the regular lamellar form is not 

always attained at the grain boundaryo Gruhi and Kramer (6) and Sulonen 

(144 9 po 28) show that lamellae are dissociated from the grain boundary 

precipitate" 

Nonetheless, the original grain boundary does have an important 

role, Smith (31) showed that this bound~ry becomes the interface between 

the growing nodule and the grain being consumed 8 ioeo the ~ phase has the 

orientation of the adjacent but untransformed a 0 graino This fact has been 

demonstrated by polarized ligbt:;;':mic.,s~~ on Zn = 2% Cua Additional evidence 

is seen in figure 2 9 which shows a nodule containing the continuation of 

twins of the parent a 0 graino This phenomenon has been observed in Cu = 

Ag ( 3~) 0 Zn""'Cu ( 6) 0 and Cu=Cd ( 144) o The same conclusion is reached from 

experiments using transmission electron microscopy for Cu = 3 wt % Co (96), 

and the continuation of slip lines and aligament of x=ray spots for Cu-Cd 

(l44)o Further demonstration is provided by observations of the early stage 

of discontinuous precipitation ~ CU=Cd 0 in which the grain boundary bows 

out as the precipitate forms (14~)o 

Co So Smith (31) states that the advancing interface is incoherent 

and thus provides a good diffusion path for the segregating speciesa (In 

fact the term "discontinuousn was chosen to denote tilJ.~':.mode of precipitation 
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because x-ray work (l) showed the appearance and intensification of 

separate diffraction lines corresponding to the depleted a phase, rather 

than a continuous change in the diffraction angles of the au parent phase 

which may indicate a volae diffusion processo) Therefore the only «lmen

tation relation between the cell and the grain being consumed is the 

avoidance 'of particular orientationso This is completely analogous to the 

result noted by Go Vo Smith and Mehl for Fe=C pearlite growth (3l)o In 

this regard Grahl and Kramer, (i.l_ hav-e noted that a growing cell is occas

ionally stopped on encountering a twin in the grain being consumedo 

The effect of a variation of the mutual orientation of the initial 

e~ 11 grains is of interest" but it has thus far been inadequately investigatedo 

Gruhl and Amman ( 4) used poly crystalline Cu = 30~ ·;lfi - 30% Mn and Cu = lo 8% 

Be specimens with a [100] fibre axis a The::; width of the cellular precipitate 

band increased with increasing orientation difference 0 up to a flat maximum 

at ~5°o The authors interpreted this result as reflecting a variation in 

nucleation rate with orientationg although Cahn (41) has shown a better 

correlation with the expe:cted variation of boundary diffusion coefficient 1 

and hence growth rateo Because observations were taken at only one time 

these two causes cannot be. differentiatedo In addition one has no infor= 

mat ion about the mobility of tilt boundaries or the direction of gttowth 

of the cells from the boundary 9 which may vary with orientation and thus 

systematically change the apparent cell sizeo Similar but less extensive 

observations have been made in the Cu=Be (2 0 33) and Au=Pt (109) systemso 

Finally we must recall that cellular precipitation has been observed in 

single crystals (36 9 1) and within grains (79) 9 so that it may be possible 

for entirely new orientations to nucleate from relatively weak imperfections 

and provide the incoherent interface necessary for solute diffusiono 
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The orientation relation between the a and B phases withiD a.s:celJ.::;is 

of some interesto Quite early .:c So Smith (136) suggested that a fixed 

habit does not exist because branching (frequently observed) enables. growth 

in all directions with a fairly uniform spacingo Continual branching con= 

tradicts an hypothesis of a rigid habito Direct observation in Cu - 3ol wt 

% Co by Phillips has revealed both {100} and {lll} habits 0 which must be 

approximate because of cllD!f'ag and branching ( 96) o On the other hand 

Co So Smith 0 in contradiction to his ear~ premise 9 (31) shows that in Zn ~ 

2% Cu the habit of the Widmanstatten pattern in the neighbouring grain is 

continued in a growing cello A very rigid habit has been found in the first 

cellular precipitate from Fe - 30 Ni = 6 Ti by Speich (15) = (001) Ni3Ti ·II 
tlll)fa [010] Ni3Tii~[IlO]Y 0 which results in an almost perfectly coherent 

interfaced No branching of lamellae was ever observed in this systemo The 

nodules in the Cu=Cd system are composedc: of B rods in the a matrix ( 144) o 

These rods lie in the a (111) plane and x""'ray spots from. some planes are 

found to be alignedo Thus we may conclude that a rigid habit obtains only 

in a few alloy systemso 

lo3 Related Cooperative Duplex Reactions 

The previous section has shown that many morphological features are 

common to all systems exhibiting discontinuous precipitationo We now show 

that a great variety of thermodynamic situations result in this general. 

morphologyo The sequence and morphology of the various reactions in the 

remainder can often be rationalized by the independent evaluation of the 

relative stability of the reaction productso 

ao B~+ martensite ,a~)+ cellular precipitate (a+ y) 

Cu- lloS wt % At exists as the B phase above 565°Cg undergoing 
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, •.. eutectoid reaction to a+ y below this tempet'atureo If the 6 phase is 

quenched below 385°C 0 a martensite forn~s which is structurally related to 

the a (fcCoCo) pbaseo This martensite subsequently undergoes a discon

tinuous reaction to a + y from 52S°C to 325°C (136 9 l38)o If we consider 

the martensite as supersatatct\d a 0 the correspondence with the usual cellular 

pl'ecipitation reaction is exacte Smith (136) has shown that the lame,l~r _ 

spacing in the latter case is greater than that in the pearlite formed 

directly from B at the same temperatureo Assuming that the spacing is 

inversely proportional to the free. energy change of the transformation~ 

this observation is consistent with the fact that the martensite bas a 

lower free energy than the B phaseo 

bo !..._+massive ( 1;
8

) + l; + Y 

At ""23~s~~ft·'' Ga and 616°C the Cu=Ga phase diagram shows ·A'· eutectoid 

reaction B + a;; + Yo However on holding below 616°C 9 a metastable bcp l; 
8 

phase forms by the massive reaction (154 9 l56)o a;; is an extension of the t s 

phase as shown by extrapolating the lattice parameters of t to the t
8 

com= 

positiono Spencer and Mack observe that 's subsequently transforms tcJ·~~, + 

Y by the cellular mode (l54)o (These authors have also observed the general 

precipitation of Y from t 9 which Massalski has claimed to be the only s 

mechanism (156)o) Thus (a) 0 (b) are examples of the simple cellular pre= 

cipitatian reaction in which the initial phase is metastable at all temperatures 

Co Pearlitic [a. + 6]~1;+ pearlitic [a + 8]2 

There are several examples where the lamellar products of a primary 

reaction undergo a second cellular precipitatiooo In all cases the lamellar 

spacing of the second reaction is greater than that of the firsto The title 

above indicates that phases of the initial and final states have identical 

structureso This is indeed the case for the first five systems shown in Table l 
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In the sixth system 9 however 9 the first reaction may be considered as occurring 

in the extrapolated y -t Ni
3 

Ti phase field, while the second occurs in the 

stable y + (Fe~ Ni)2 Ti fieldo In addition the stable products can grow 

directly into the supersaturated y above 900°Ce 

Table I - Alloy Systems Showing Consecutive Cellular Segregation Reactions 

Alloy wt % 

Cu - 6 Be 

Cu- 31 In 

Zn = 22 At 

Pb - Sn 

Fe = 30 Ni "" 6Tj. 
1:~ 

Ag - 50 Cd 

Temperature 
0 

Range C 

< 600 

< ?. 

< 215 

400=975 

< 440 

_.----

First Reaction Reference 

Eutectoid a •a+ au 153 

Eutectoid a +a-t -~ 151 

Eutectoid a
1

+ a + a 155 

's + t -t y 154 

all + a + s 28 

y A-+- yB-;.+ Hi3 T1: lS 

I •'+- 4":t•·"•rJ: 152 

Two further examples 0 which differ slightly from those above 0 deserve 

c~siderationo Co-Ta (10=15 wto %) at 900°C (7) and Co=Ni=Nb (2=6 wto % Nb) 

at 750-900°C (14) undergo a cellular precipitation reaction which is later 

replaced by a Widmanstatten morphology whose phases have the same struct~-

as the previous cellular productso 

For all of the systems discussed, where no change of structure accom= 

panies the second reaction® the compositions of the primary and secondary 

phases are of great interesto Unfortunately 9 only in the case of Cu-6Be 

have measurements been made to indicate that the supersaturation of the a 

phase is greater for the first reactiono Nooetheless we must assume that the 

products of the first cellular segregation reaction are sufficiently unstable 
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in terms of structure 0 surfa~e energy or composition to sustain a further 

precipitation reactiono 

We make another important inference from the existence of this type 

of reactiono The advancing interface between the new nodule and the old 

must average or smear out the thermodynamic state of the duplex matrix over 

distances lees than th~ spacing of the new lamellaeo 

lo4 Concurrent General Precipitatioo 

Most of the alloys that exhibit discontinuous precipitation also 

decompose by a continuous modeo The seq~ence and conditions for occurrence 

of these mechanisms have been the subject of maBy discussions, as noted in 

the introductiono Since our main purpose in this thesis is to gain an under

standing of the growth process of discontinuous precipitation 0 a discussion 

of the contiBuous mode is relevant only if it yields information CD the 

thermodynamic state of the matrix awaiting cellular precipitation. For the 

sake of discussion we will divide the various precipitating systems into 

th~ee groupsg 

a. The effective supersaturatiaB of the matrix changes with timeo 

In such a situation the discontinuous reaction is competing with the con

tinuous reaction and the kineti~s should be extremely difficult to predicto 

bo The continuous precipitate is effectively frozen in a metastable 

state after some time so that the nodules advance into a duplex structureo 

This situation resembles lo3 (c) aboveo 

Ce The general precipitate has the properties of the equilibrium 

phase but its formation involves only very local volume diffusiono The 

matrix may then be considered to have retained its original supersaturation 

except for small pockets of depletiono This situation should approximate 
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the ideal case of no general precipitate if the fraction of the total volume 

involved therein is small and the average distance between particles of the 

new phase is much. larger than the lamellar spacing of the discontinuous 

precipitateo In particular the kinetic parameters should be the same as if 

no general precipitate forms0 

Unfortunately, few of the studies in this field have been designed 

to provide the information needed for the above categorization. In fact a 

single system may fall into more than one category with varying composition 

and temperature. Nevertheless the discussion which follows is organized as 

suggested aboveo 

ao Competition for solute between the general and cellular pre-

cipitate was suggested by Co s. Smith (31) 0 but no direct evidence was given 

as proof. However it has often been noted that at low supersaturation (high 

temperatee) continuous precipitation predominates 0 because of the relative 

kinetics of the two reactions as discussed by H. B6hm ( 38) o Tbe C=curve 

for the volume diffusion controlled general precipitation reaction sits at 

higher temperatures than the C-curve fo~ the boundary diffusion c~trolled 

" discontinuous precipitation. Henceg at high temperature the matrix can be 

cantinuously depleted by the general precipitate while the cell~ advance 

at an ever decreasing velo©ity & The:rtefore continuous precipitation predo"" 

minates at high temperatures. 

Bohm found the maximum temperature for the cellular precipitation 

mode to be. from Oo8 to 0.9 of the absolute solvus temperature for a number 

of copper based alloys (39)o Although he did not notice a systematic 

deviation. from the st.eady state growth in this texnpe~at~ region we shall 

i.nclude these alloys in the table below. 
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The Au=Ni system may also fall into this categoryo Because cells 

grow inward fl:-om the grain boundaries 9 i 1: is possible to maintain the grain 

centers of large grained material supersaturated for longer times at the 

aging temperatureo Gerlach found evi.dence of a continuous change in the 

matrix of such la~ge grained specimens (64)o The Curie temperature of a 

0 0 0 so-so alloy aged at ~10 C rose from 95 C to 120 C during aging 0 compared 

to 340°C for the Hi = rich phase of the discontinuous precipitateo (The 

Curie temperature decreases with increasing Au contento) For the moderate 

aging times-required~ materials of average graiD size this continuous 

change can probably be neglectedo 

Table II ~ Alloys in which Discontinuous and Continuous Precipitation 
Compe.\-e:; in Growth 

Alloy Conditions and Remarks Reference 

lo Ag=Cu Low Supersaturation l 

2o Au=Pt Indefinite classification 0 but 2 109 
processes are simultaneous 

3o Co-9Ti Low Supersaturation 0 '\o900°C 8 

'+o Cu=loB Be B11 BU 60 39 

So Cu=3 Co 650=750°C (m.inimum range) 96 

6o Cu=In Low Supersaturation 279 38, 39 

7o Cu-Mg tfi gv 39 

So Cu-20Ni=30Co Similar to #2 above 32 

9o Cu,..,Sb Low Supersaturation 39 

lOo Zn=2 Cu ~ 150°C0 retardation noted 6 

p;' Cellula~ segregation occurring in the metastable mixture of general 

precipitate and matrix has definitely been observed in same alloyso For others 
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however the distinction between (b) and (c) may depend on the quality of 

the metallographyo Often an author merely reports that nodules form during 

or after general precipitationo Usually the scale of the first reaction is 

much finer than that of the secondo In the table below those alloys whose 

status is doubtful are marked by an asterisko 

Table III - Alloys in which Discontinuous Precipitate Develops from a Metastable 
General Precipitate 

Alloy Conditions and Remarks 

lo Al=-Ag y 11 + y is cellular 

2o Co + Ni-+6 Nb Widmanstatten structure well developed 
before cellular reaction 

3. Co + 10=15 Ta <900°C; similar to Co=.Ni=Nb above 

4o Cu + 3=5o3 Ag* At lower supersaturation cellular 
follows general precipitation especially 
in single crystalso A transition phase 
of 10 At % Ag also reportedo 

So Cu + 2=4 Cd* Metastable general-precipitate forms 
only in strained specimens 

Reference 

33& 38 

14 

1 

l 

3 

144 

43 

Co Discontinuous precipitation has been observed to proceed unaffected 

by the general precipitate in the systems tabulated below_. The criteria are 

constant growth rate and uniform spacingo 
-·r 

In no case 0 however 0 have specific 

efforts been made to establish the absence of situations (a) and (b) aboveo 

Table IV = Alloys in which the Discontinuous Precipitate is not Affected by 
the Continuous Precipitate 

Alloy Conditions and ~marks Reference 

lo cr·+ 20-so Ni 800 => l000°C 12 

2. Cu ~ loB Be Higher Supersaturation 6 

3o- Cu + 6=15 In T < Oo8 T solvust Bohm finds no 
general precipitate (27) 



4o Nb = 9 Ct' 

but Corderoy and Honeycombe 
do (124) o 

1205°C 

12 

43 

Cu-Sb 0 Cu-Mg 8 Cu=Sn may also fall into this category at high supersaturationt 

although continuous precipitation is presumed absent by Bohm (39)e 

loS Breakdown of Cooperative Growth at High Temperatures 

Hirschhorn and Greg.g have observed the enlargement of the lamellar 

precipitate at the cell~matrix interface for Nb=Cr alloys at high temperat~s 9 

a$ shown in figure 3 (16~ 43)o On surveying the behaviour of 14 alloy systems 

they have concluded that this morphology oocurs at temperat~ures above 0 o 6 of 

th~ absolute liquidus temperat~eo This behaviour is associated with the 

inc~easing impo~ance of volume diffusion at these high temperatures and 

shows that the solute is diffusing to the interfa~e from the matrixo The 

cell advances as the precipitate is redistributed in a lamellar fo~o 

lo6 Dissolution of Discontinuous Precipitates 

Sulonen has studied exteDsively the dissolution of cellular precipitate 

iB the Cu=Cd (ll) and Pb=Sn (145) systemso It is found that dissolution takes 

place by the ~t:roea.t of the incoherent cell boundary, both above and below th® 

solvus temperatureo For dissolution above th~ solvus there is eviden~e of 

.in.homogenei ty remaining in the single phase alloy 9 while below the sol vus 9 

particles of the second phase remain behind th~ dissolution front (figo 4)o 

These are globular rather than lamellaro TheN appears to be competition 

the matrix by volume diffusion at th~ highest temperatures 0 and some 
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spberoidization may·precede either or both dissolution processeso The inter

pretation of kinetic data is complicated by the presence of an additional 

experimental variable = both the temperature of dissolution and prior pre

cipitation must be consideredo An acceptable theory of cellular growth must 

be c~sistent with the associated dissolution processo 

lo 1 PNvious Quantitative Workg The Mechanism of Discontin.uous Precipitation 

Intensive study of the kinetics bas been made for a number of alloy 

systemso We shall anticipate some of the theoretical derivations of the next 

Chapter in presenting and discussing the results of these various measurementso 

The theoretical quantities of particular interest are the rate of advance of 

the cell-matrix interface and the a + ~ lamellar spacing within the nodules 9 

both measured as functions of composition and temperatureo We shall not discuss 

in detail the rate of cell formation at grain boundaries 9 for this quantity is 

not particularly relevant to the steady state growth problema (However 0 it is 

important in the design of experiments and for making measurements o ) 

ao Growth Rate and Spacing 

There are two classes of methodology used in the measurement of cell 

growth rateso One class involves the direct observation of the rate of 

increase of nodule size with timeo The other is indirec~ 0 relying on the 

derivation or calculation of the growth rate from a measurement of the fraction 

of the sample that bas transformedo Such methods include lineal analysis ( 19) e 

used for Cu=Cd (144) and Co=Ni=Nb (14) 9 resistange measu.Nments for Pb-Sn. (29) 

and Au-Ni (79) and magnetic measurements for Au=Ni (63 9 64)o The experimental 

results can be fitted to an equation of the form (40e 42)o 

m X = l = exp[~g (vt) ] (1) 
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depends en the type of nucleation catalyst and the grain size 9 

If 9 howve~ 0 the nucleation rate is initially low and increases with 

time 9 thm e4l~ (l) does not hold., Onoe the sites available for nu~leation 

for the growth rateg 

"li·lr u bD 
Xo:. = xe· B 

v ~ x~~ 7 (2) 

dieted by Zene~ ~2&) for the pearlite growth pr©blemg 

(3) 

au 
where X is th~ initial mole fr~©tion of the m.ino~ @OD!pment in the alloy 9 0 

X a is the equilibrium ©©mposition at th~ ~~actiam temperature~ e 

DB is th@ diffusion coefficient in the advan©ing interface 0 

S is th® lamellar $pa©ing 0 
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V is the molar volume of the alloyt 

AF is the molar free energy change for complete precipitatione 
0 

Although Cahn (22) has critici.zed the derivation of these expressions 1 as 

discussed in the next chapter 8 they contain most of the same important 

functional dependencies as more sophisticated derivations 0 so we retain 

them for the general discussiono They say 0 in effect that 

as the spacing should decrease with increasing supersaturationo 

bo that the growth speed depends most strongly on temperature , 

throuab the exponential variation of DB with temperaturee 

Ca the growth speed also depends on the supersaturation 9 directly 
ll 

through (Xa ~ X0
) and indirectly through the variation of So o e 

a." 

do the behaviour of all systems should be roughly similaro 

The corresponding expression for v assuming volume diffusion in the 

matrix is 

au XCI D X = 
0 e v (4) v -· X s 

0 

Thus from the experimental values of S 1 v and their dependence on X #nd 
0 

T8 one can test the above expressionso 

Let us first disQuss the observed spacingo Figo 5 shows a plot of 

1/S as a function of T/T for constant initial composition of various systemso s 

T is the absolute reaction temperature and T is the absolute solvus temperature s 

for the particular alloyo 

for all. systemso 

T/T serves as a rough measure of the supersaturation s 

In order to put all results on a comparable basis of equal a = a 

surface tension 0 ·the following adjustments are madeg 
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(1) The value of 1/5 for Cu=Cd (curves 2=1 0 2=2) have been multiplied by 

1.7 to account for the greater surface area associa~ed with the rod morphology 

as opposed to the lamellar form of most systemso 

(2) 1/~"for 3=1 has been arbitrarily divided by Ia From Section lo2 it 

will be recalled that the lamellae in this Fe=Ni-Ti alloy attained a high 

degree of coherency~ so that a low surface tension"\tt,&~·d ~'esult a Speich ( 15) 
2 ' 

estimates that a ~ 20 = 100 erg/em 0 values which are a factor of 5 to 25 

less than that of an incoherent grain boundary free energy. Since one may 

presume a for other systems will have values less than the maximum a factor 

of 5 was ©hosen in figure So 

The results fall within ~so% of the average 0 ex~ept for Cu=In alloys 

(27) for which llf{P is about 1/3 the averag~o Therefore we may ©~cl.ude 

that the spacing shows a fairly consistent behaviour for all systemso To 

test equation 3 quantitatively Cahn (22) calculates a using estimates of 

AF based on Henryus and Raoultus Laws (see section 2o3a)o Eo&oe for Pb = 
0 

l4o7 Sn at 90°C AF = 8o35 x 108 erg/gm~mole which gives a ~ 650 erg/cm2
o 

The ma&imum value one expects for a is about l90 erg/cm2 (162)® therefore 

the value from the analysis of ~he experiments is at least 3o4 times too 

largeo Speich found an error factor of 3 for Fe=Ni=Ti (15) and for com-

parison Zener found a fa~tor of 5 for th~ Fe=C eutectoid (26)o 

T~~bull and Treaftis (29) found that the spacing Observed at a 

particular temperature was independent of th~ thermal histo~y of the speci= 

men. up or down quen©hing from temperature to temperature resulted in a 

unique spacing at each temperatureo Thus we mu~t con~lude that the failure 

to agree with equation 3 is du~ to a fault in its derivation and not du~ to 
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Sulonen also ~oid rolled Cu~Cd specimens 10% before aging (144)o 

The spacings observed were the same as those for undeformed material although 

the growth rates were greatly increasedo We may be led to the conclusion 

that the spacing depends more strongly on the conditions of supersaturation 

than any other parametero 

In the Cu = 6 Be eutectoid alloy which shows consecutive cellular 

reactions 0 an interesting phenomenon occurs which may contradict the con= 

elusion given above (153)o As the second cellular reaction proceeds the 

minimum observable spacing of the first reaction increaseso This change in 

apparent spacing is detected quite early so that we must conclude that there 

exists a range of spacingst the finest of which are first consumed by the 

second reactiono 

Tbe experimental results for the growth rate cannot be presented as 

cancisely as those for the spacingo Equations 2 and 4 based on cell boundary 

and volume diffusion 0 respectively 0 are Y.Seful for discussion of the resultso 

One can use the measured values of v and S to calculate bDB and D ~ from 
VC 

which one may determine tbe activation energy for the diffusion processo 

Table S summarizes the findings of several authorso 

Table V - Kinetic Data for Various Alloys 

Alloy Quantities D 6li' .. · AH Data fl.ts Reference 
vc ., 1; .: ~/Y.JD· 

Eqo 2 or 4 Measured n==" Kcal/p. mole 
vm 

Pb-Sn s, v 6ol04* a-io 26 2 28, 22 

Cu=Cd sil v 10
2

=10
5 

43 10=46 2 or 4 144, 168 

CU=In s, v 3ol0
3* 22 35=58~ 2 27 

Fe=30 Ni=6Ti s. v 4ol0 3 
40 67oS 4 15 

Au=Hi v 25=3S 42 79 

Co-Ni=6Nb v 16* 65 14 



Notes8 D - volume diffusion coefficient calculated from equation 4o vc 

D = independent volume diffusion data (l68)o 
vm 

AH = activation energy calculated from equatio.o 2 or 4 c 

AH ~ activation energy for volume diffusion from independent vm 

diffusion datao (168) 

* = cal~ulated by this reviewero 

** = data for Cu=Sn (Cu=In not available) 
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For Au-Ni Underwood calculated a diffusion activati-on energy directly 

from the variation of the growth rate with temperature 0 realizing that these 

values may be only approximateo Actually at high supersaturation both S and 

a' a 
X

0 
- Xe vary slowly with temperature in comparison to bDB so that AHc 

calculated in this region may be quite goodo Therefore we let AH for Au=Ni c 

be 38 Kcal/gm moleo ~H (Co=Ni-6Nb) was calculated in the same wayo c 
We believe 

the high value obtained (76 l<cal/gm mole) results from the presence of and the 

variation with temperature of the amount of previous Widmanstatten precipitate 9 

(see Table 3)o 

From Table 5 it appears that Pb-Sn and Cu=In behave as suggested by 

equation 2o The results for all the alloys show that precipitation takes place 

too rapidly for it to be explained by a volume diffusion mechanism and therefore 

suggest the involvement of cell boundary diffusion o However 0 the activation 

energy for Cu-Cd is too highf for boundary diffusion 0 which prompted Sulonen to 

suggest that perhaps the process may be controlled by the "recrystallization 

act 0v of the matrixo The data for Cu=Cd can fit either equation 2 or 4 equally 

wello Although the data for the Fe=Ni=Ti system qualitatively fits the volume 

diffusion equation 0 D /D is unreasonably large and an activation energy 
VC VID 

more appropriate to interface diffusion is foundo These results will be dis= 

cussed further in the next chaptero 
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There is convincing evidence that the a and/or B phases of a cellular 

precipitate are supersaturated on formationo Ear1y work on Au-Ni showed 

that the Curie temperature of_the Hi-rich phase rises slowly after the initial 

discontinuous reaction which d.mt:austrates that freshly formed phases do not 

have their equilibrium composition (195)o Micrographs of Au~Ni alloys show 

a variation of etching behaviour from the cent~ to the periphery of a cell 

(79)o TurBbull ~d Treaftis found by means of resistometry and x=rays that 

only 50-60% of th~ excess tin was drained from solid solut-ion when the cells 

had. @Oillpl.etely impinged (28 0 29)o That is X = Xf = OoS5 (X = X ) where o o e 

X 0 Xf_, X are the initial 0 finali) and equilibrium compositions respectively o e 

at any particular temperatureo No information was obtained on the tin=X"ich 

phaseo The results fo~ Cu=Cd differ slight~y (l44)o Using an x-~ay method 

which allows a resolution of 0.1 wto % it was found that about Oo3 to Oo~ 

Wto \ exceSS· Cd ~mainea in the a lamellae for all initial compositions and 

~eaotion tem~~atUr8so Sulonen concluded that this resulted from the small 

radius of curvature of the a rod ends at the advancing interfaceo On the 

other hand 9 Bobm concluded for Cu=In that the a phase was of equilibrium 

ccmpositiCDe and that the observed x-ray line breadth was due to elastic 

strah. near the cell front Q) for the lines were observed to sharpen with time 

(44)o It is ~ecalled (se~ section lo3c) that the first pearlitic ~action 

in eute~toid Cu=6 Be resulted in a supersaturated a pbaseo 

In Section lo6 the qualitative features of discontinuous dissolution 

were discussedo We now turn to a quantitative discussiono As mentioned in 

lo6 this reaction 9 when compB.X"ed with precipitation~ has an additional con-

trollable va~iableo One can now ~boose the dissolution. temperatu.re T eM ~well 
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as the initial composition X and th~ temperatu~e of precipitation T o o pr 

Tb~ lamellar spa©ing 0 average ~ campositio~ and amount of precipitate to 

b~ dissolved are fixed by the precipitation temperatureo The maximum a 9 

composition is set by the dissolution temperature above the solvus temperature 0 

T in figo 6ao The variables one would like to measure are the growth ~ate 9 0 

v~ of the dissolved region$ and some quantity related to the composition 

gradients left behind the interface 0 figo 6bo Of:·these ql,;&antities only the 

velocity of dissolution has be~u @arefully $tudied = in Cu=Cd (ll) and 

Pb=Sn (145) by Suloneno 

The behaviour of v i$ quite different above and below the solvus 

temperature T0 e~ For a given X 0 v ~creases rapidly with increasing diso 

solution temperature T 0 when T < T 0 and for a giv~To < T 0 v increases s s 0 rQ} 0 

slowly with decreasing initial ~omposition X • In both these cases the 
0 

inc~ea8e ~ v is due mainly to the smalle~ number of precipitate particles 

r®maining beb.bid the dissolution front (fig. 4)o In Cu=Cd alloys of X
0 

< 3 

wt® % Cu and ~ < T the average a composition after dissolution has the s 0 

value X
8 

given by the e~/b +B)pbase boundary, but in the 4o2 wto % Cd alloy 

this composition exceeds X by an amount ~hich increases with the dissolution . s . 

temperature T o Thi$ behaviour constitutes a kind of reversicno 
~ 

Be:l.ow the solvus one can also define a temperature Tlrt which is that 

tempe~ature at which upon up=quenching from T the tendency to dissolve is . pr 

equal to the tendency to precipitate furthsr with a different spacing So 

It i$ found that (X
0 

- x1) ~ (X2 = Xp) where 

X1 is the ~omposition of a pll®~ipitated. at T~:..."'-~,, 

X2 is the ~ampositioo of a formed by dissolution at T·~ 

X i~ the composition of m precipitated at T o 
p p 
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At T the rate of interface advance. (precipitation) is equal to the 
CI' 

rate of retreat (dissolution) 9 although the diffusion distance for the 

dissolution reaction depends on the lamellar spacing established by prior 

precipitation at T and is 1 of course • much smaller than the lamellar 
p 

spacing for precipitation at T o Sulonen concluded that at least one of cr 

the react ions cannot be diffusion controlled. The precipitate remaining 

afte.r dissolution may account for the retardation of this process f! 

In Ph-Sn alloys. for which considerable supersaturation remains 

after cellular precipitation ([X - Xa] = 0.45 [X - Xa]) 9 the solvus tem-p e o e 

perature for the average a composition X is comparatively high. Dissolution 
p 

takes place at and above this temperature 9 while the second stage of pre-

cipitatione also discontinuous, occurs below. 

At temperatures above the solvus 8 dissolution behaviour is more 

regular. Sulonen showed that the growth rate could be fitted to a modified 

form of equation 2: 

X
8 

- X p 
X - X 

0 p 

(see figo 6) 
X -X 

(5} 

The factor s S P gives the diffusion gradient and (X - X ) S is proportional 
0 p 

to the amount of precipitate dissolved. No quantitative allowance is made for 

the free energy ,sained from the destruction of the a - t3 interfaces. Acti-

vation energies for diffusion are calculated to be 17o5 - 13.5 Kcal/gm mole 

for Pb + 7-19 at. % Sn and 21 Kcal/gm mole for Cu-Cd 8 suggesting botmdary 

diffusion control. Comparing equations 2 and 5 one finds an explanation why~ 

at constant T and T • v increases with X more slowly for dissolution than for p s 0 

precipitation. 

The dissolution behaviwrafter cold rolling 10% has been noted. Above 
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the solvus temperature little or no effect is observed in both Pb-Sn and 

Cu-Cd alloyso Sulonen interprets this as evidence for boundary diffusion~ 

but it may also be that the effects of cold work are annealed out quickly 

at the higher temperatureso 

1.8 The Cause of Cellular Precipitation 

There has been much speculation about the cause of cellular pre= 

cipitation. How can a non-eutectoid system decompose with a morphology 

suggestive of a eutectoid reaction? Early workers, whose main concern was 

the study of precipitation hardening 1 suggested that the cellular mode is 

the recrystallization act in a matrix strained by the general precipitate • 

even when such general precipitate was not detected by early experimental 

techniques (1 1 33 1 36). There is sufficient evidence to refute this sug= 

gestion. E.g. electron microscopy has failed to detect a general precipitate 

in Cu-Cd alloys (44). 

Other investigators, acknowledging the existence of cellular pre

cipitation as an independent, boundary diffusion controlled reaction, still 

seek a fundamental reason for its occurrenceo This reaction is observed in 

some precipitating alloys and not in others. The work of Bohm ( 38) on Cu 

alloys and that of Hirschhorn and Gregg (16) have shown the obvious limitation 

of the discontinuous reaction to the temperature range where boundary diffusion 

predominates a 

Hagel and Beattie have related a greater matrix = precipitate lattice 

mismatch to the occurrence of cellular precipitation in multicomponent Ni-

Co-Ti based alloys (9)o In addition one notes that the lattice mismatch between 

the end phases of Cu-Ni-Co is greater than that of Cu-Ni-Fe» and only the 

former shows the discontinuous reaction (8l). From these observations one may 

argue that a greater mismatch inhibits the nucleation of general precipitate 
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or the rate of spinodal decomposition thus allowing the discontinuous reaction 

to proceede However we are already familiar with the Fe-Ni-Ti system in 

which the Ni3Ti precipitates by the cellular mode and is almost coherent with 

the matrixo Therefore the lack of matrix-precipitate coherency cannot be 

a criterion for the occurrence of discontinuous precipitatione 

Bohm has suggested that the atom size difference between solute and 

so~vent, in copper based alloys at least 9 is the controlling factor 9 noting 

that if this difference exceeds 11% cellular precipitation occurso However 

this reaction occurs ~ Cu-Co (96)p Cu-Ni-Co (32) and Cu=Ni=Mn (4)~ in which 

the atomic radii differ at most by 3%. Therefore it is probable that a 

large size effect accounts for nothing more than the limited solubility at 

low temperatures 0 the essential condition for any precipitations 

Sulonen proposes an interesting model for the driving force of dis

continuous precipitation (17 9 72)o A zone, impoverished in solute 9 is 

supposed to form ahead of the advancing interface by fluctuations of the 

boundary position and volume diffusion. This zone 0 coherent with the remainder 

of the un.transformed a 11 
0 is subject to a tensile or compress! ve stress depending 

on the sign of the change of lattice parameter with compositimo There are no 

stresses behind the interface in the newly formed cell 9 so that a net force for 

interface migration exists. That is 1 as the interface advances the matrix 

strain can be relievedo Under an external stl'ess applied to the specimen 9 the 

tran.sfer of atoms across the a 11 
- cell interface results in the relaxation of 

stress so that a cell acts somewhat as a cavity. Stress concentrations exist 

at cavity surfaces 9 doubling the tensile stress at points tangential to the 

applied stress 0 while points en the surface whose tangent is normal to the 

applied stress experience a compressive stress almost equal to the average 

stresse These stresses add to the solute depletion stress in the matrix; 
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increasing or decreasing the rate of interface migration in the appropriate 

directiono On dissolution these effects should be reversedo 

Experiments were performed on Cu-Ag 0 Cu=Cd 0 Cu-Mg 0 Ag=Cu 0 Pb-Sn 0 

and Zn=Cu alloys which seem to confirm the predictionso The growth rate 

was increased in the direction parallel to the applied tensile stress in 

Ag-Cu 9 Pb=Sn and Zn=Cuo Cu-Ag and Cu-Mg showed a larger growth velocity 

perpendicular to the stresse 

No measurements of other discontinuous precipitation parameters were 

made, such as the effect of stress on spacing and a composi~ono No com

p~isons of growth rate. were made between systems of varying misfito Since 

this model depends on the existence of a strong variation of lattice 

parameter with compositiong then the occurrence of cellular precipitation 

in alloys whose. components differ but little in atomic size suggests that 

the proposed model may not be correct. 

Kirkaldy has suggested a possible condition for the occurrence of 

this reaction (2l)o The morphological similarity to eutectoid decomposition 

suggeststhat the reaction occurs in a metastable monotectoid 0 as indicated 

in figo 7o Such a model does not exclude simultaneous general precipitationo 

This suggestion will be examined in detail·in a later sectiono 

We may conclude from the work done to· date that the cause of dis

continuous precipitation has not been established beyond reasonabl• doubto 



CHAPTER 2 

THEORY OF COOPERATIVE GROWTH 

2ol Introduction 

Phase transformations involving steady state cooperative growth 

have been subject to many theoretical studies. The object of these studies 

has been to predict the kinetic parameters and hence identify the dominant 

factors in the growth process. Historically, the austenite-pearlite reaction 

was first studied (26 9 172 1 173 1 23) followed by work on cellular precipitation 

(25e 22) and controlled eutectic solidification (174 9 175)o 

It is in~tructive to compare the basic characteristics of the three 

reactions. Each of the two new phases of the eutectic and eutectoid reactions 

differ from the parent • while ·the structure of on.e new phase is identical 

to the parent in cellular precipitation. The most common path for material 

transport appears to be the parent phase for eutectics and the Fe-e eutectoid 

(interstitial solute), but the advancing interface is the likely transport 

path for disc~tinuous precipitation and eutectoids of substitutional solid 

solutions o For practical purposes the experimentally controllable var~able 

is the growth rate in the solidification process 1 while it is the temperature 

in the case of the solid state reactions. This follows from the greater 

latent heat production of the first reaction() Also the slowest growth speeds 

commonly used in eutectic solidification are of the order of the fastest 

rates for the solid state reactions. 

In this chapter we review the various models proposed for the growth 

process. The work on the pearlite problem serves as an excellent intro

duction to the consideration of the cellular precipitation processe while 
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reference is made to eutectic studies for comparison only, Finally 9 the 

details of the model proposed by Kirkaldy (~ll are derivedo 

2e2 The Pearlite Growth Problem 

ao Thermociynamic Situation 

Let us consider the region about the advancing pearlite-austenite 

inter~ace 9 as indicated in-. .. f,g. 12, section 2o4b, The assumption is made 

that the transport of carbon from a to Fe3C occurs in the parent austenite, 

and that the carbon content of the product phases remains substantially 

constante The re'quired rejection of carbon by a and its acceptance by 

Fe
3

C provide a constant buildup and deficiency 8 respectively 9 in y ahead 

of the new phases, This constant lateral concentration gradient results 

in the steady diffusive flux of carbon and hence in a steady growth ratee 

This is not possible in the case of spherical or planar diffusional growth 

of a single phase from a supersaturated matrixe 

The free energy of formation vso composition curves at a temperature 

below the eutectoid temperature are shown in Fi&o 8' ,.a. The common tangents 

determine the compositions for metastable equilibrium between y - a and 

These are just the extrapolations of the stable phase bound~les, 

Since xY.,,"'·,~~· X Y then the assumption of local equilibrium at the . a.O. ·· .. co 

centres of the y - a and y - Fe3c interfaces is sufficient to provide the 

gradient required for nodule growtho Brandt uses this assumption as a 

? boundary condition ein. ~is treatment of this problem (172 9 ll~J.~. ·,He points 

~ out 1 however 9 that local equilibrium cannot obtain everywhere along a planar 

growth front for this would result in an infinite gradient at the three 

phase junc~uree 

Zener demonstrates the importance of considering the energy of the 

created a - Fe3c interfaces (26) 1 and the resulting curvature of the y - a 
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and y - Fe3C interfaceso Associated with a curved intGrface is a pressure 

difference between the two phases equal to 

tensiono Since the interfaces of concern h@re are cylindrieal 9 r = <~» 
2 

and 

(6) 

One usually assumes that the parent phase 9 Y9 remains at the relatively 

low value of atmospheric pressureo 

Assuming local equilibri~the effect of this pressure difference 

can be considered in~wo etuivalent wayso One can evaluate analytically 

the change in chemical potential of each component of the phases affected 

and derive the resulting composition relations at the interface; this is 

done latero Alternatively 9 one may consider that the increase in free 

ene~gy of the phase under pressure is V~P where V is the molar volume of 

the a or Fe3c phaseo The free ~nergy composition curves are shifted upwards 

(shown in figo 8) resulting in new values of x!(Pa)~ x6 (PC)~ and a smaller 

difference x! = X~o As an inference from the Gibbs=Thomson equation 0 

Zene%' writes 

(7) 

where 
at3 

2o:. V ~ llF 
sc 0 t 

(8) 

and AF
0 

is the bulk free energy change for the eutectoid reaction at T
1

o 

It is seen that when S = S~ 0 then x1=Xyo Thus when all of the free energy 
"' a C 

availabl~ from the transformation is stored in the a= Fe 3c surfaces@ then 

the late~al ca~bon gradient in the austenite falls to zeroo For this case~ 
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growth cannot proceeda 

Local equilibrium and the continuity of xY can be maintained at the 

advancing interface if the curvature of the ail a phases increases continuously 

from the centre of each phase to the three phase junctureo Along this line 

x! must be equal to x6o This is the situation which Hillert describes in his 

treatment of the pearlite problem (23)o 

Brandt and Zener note that the assumptiao of local equilibrium cannot 

be exactly valid in a kinetic situationo Some free energy difference must 

exist to provide the driving force for the reconstruction of y into a and 

Fe3c, but this is assumed to be a very small fraction of the total free 

energy available in the reaction; and is therefore ignored o 

Cahn bas coupled diffusion and interfacial reaction equations in his 

formulation of the growth problem for both discontinuous precipitation and 

eutectoid decomposition (22)o This treatment is discussed later6 

b. Evaluation of the Rate of Growth by Dimensional &Jumints 

Zener uses a dimensional argument to evaluate the growth rate of 

pearlite (26)o Let Xa 11 XC 9 xY be the carbon concentrations in ferrite, 
0 

cementite and initial auste,nite respectivelyo The flux of cc:_~bon atoms away 

from (or towards) the appropriate new phase is 

or 
c . ·~ 

v(xY ..,. X ) = :r 
0 

(9) 

(lO) 

This flux must be supported by a concentration gradient in the austenite 

given by the diffusion equation 

~X 
J = -D

l::t.y 

where y refers to the lateral distance 0 (figc 12)o 

Ay = aS 9 . 

(11) 

(12) 
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where a is a numerical factor which depends on the choice of eqo 9 or 10 

above e Also 0 

ilX = xY - xY " a C 

Combining eqs o 9 0 lO 9 ll 0 12 1 13 one obtains 

(13) 

(14) 

Thus one can evaluate the growth rate in terms of the spacing" The 

effect of the spacing is twofold: 

(1) it determines the approximate diffusion distance 11 

(2) it determines the magnitude of the concentration difference in the 

austenite for a particular temperatureo 

A most important fact learned from this analysis is that an absolute 

evaluation of v or S cannot be made from considerations of diffusion aloneo 

There remains the problem of choosing a method by which such an evaluation 

can be madeo Zener postulates that the reaction proceeds at the maximum 

possible rateo Setting~= 0 (maxo) in equation ·14 yields the result 9 

S = 2Sco This fact implies that ~ of the available free energy of the trans

formation is stored in the a- Fe3c interfaceso In section lo7a we note that 

this statement is not true experimentally o This problem is discussed again 

later (section 2o5)o 

Co Accurate Analysis of the Growth Rate and Interface Shape 

A proper evaluation of the growth rate can be made by solving the 

diffusion equation subject to the assumptiaos of a moving interface and other 

boundary conditionso This has been done by Brandt (172) and Hillert (23)o 

The two=dimensio.nal diffusion equation referred to axes (oz 9
0 oy) 

fixed in the material is 
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( 15) 

where X is the carbon concentration and D its (constant) diffusion coeffi-

cient in Yo The form of this differential equation is inconvenient for a 

description of steady state growtho Because a steady state exists 9 

compositions measured at a fixed distance from the moving interface are 

time invarianto That is to sayg 

X(y 0 z) = constant 9 

which results in a new differential equation in which the time does not 

explicitly appear (172 9 23) 9 vizo 9 

This differential equation is of order two in z and Yo Therefore 

four independent pieces of information are needed to effect a complete 

solutiono 

Choosing the origin at the centre of an a lamella introduces a 

simplifying symmetry 0 and the general solution to equation 16 becomes 

x = xY = 
0 I 

n=O 

a z 
A e n 
n 

cos b y 
n 

where Xl is the original austenite composition 9 0 

and 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

In general 9 A is finite and so an average carbon buildup exists ahead 
0 

of the interface for a distance of the order of D/vo 
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The use of cosine terms and n : 0 in eqo 17 follows from the choice 

of origin. The positive sign within the parentheses of eq. 18 must be 

chosen to yield the result xY + xY as z -+ co~ The lamellar spacing S results 
0 

in the basic periodicity in X given by eqo l9o Thus two boundary conditions 

have been appliedo There remains the problem of finding the set {A } a n 

From this point the treatment of Brandt differs from that of Hillerto 

Brandt assumes that two terms A
0

, A1 of eqo 17 are sufficient. To evaluate 

these, use is made of the mass balance relations at the interfaceo It is 

also assumed that x!0 ~ x6° are the austenite compositions at the centers 

of the a and Fe3c lamellae, as mentioned in section 2.2a\) and that the center 

of one phase may lead the other. On the other hand, Hillert obtains equations 

for the complete set of A 9 first making the simplification that the inter-
n A z 

face is substantially flat 1 i.e. e n ° ~ 1 1 where z = z (y) is the equation 
0 0 

for the shape of the interface. The remainder of this subsection outlines 

Hillert 9 s derivationo 

The mass balance for a slab of thickness dY and extending to 

z = + • is considered and it is assumed that the lever rule determines the 

relative thickness Sa 9 SC of the two new phases to good accuracy. This 

yields an expression for A g n. 

A b 
2 

n n 
om a 

n 
n > 0 (20) 

Local equilibrium across the advancing interface is assumed which 

results in an expression for the austenite composition in equilibrium with 

a or Fe3c, showing the deviation with pressure or curvature: 

(21 a) 
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(21 b) 

(The K' s are only approximately independent of composition) a Approximating 

a = b 9 these last- expressions are related to the equilibrium three phase 
n n 

juncture angles to yield two equations in A o Eliminating A results in a 
0 0 

relation for vg 

3 sasc xY =Xy 
v ao Co _,. ~ 11' 

sin2mSa/S xc -xa D CIO 

s2 r 3 
l n 

1 8c - (l = --) (22) s . s 

where 
~-=~~ 

VaaC 
2 2 

SCKyC+ SaKya s s ay Cy 
( a =a (23) s - C yC)[l 0 ~ c-

RT(XY =Xy ) SaKay s l< ac
2 SCKyC= ·saKyC 

ao Co C1 

Hillert notes that 

SCKyC ~ - Sa Kya 

and 

so that eqo (23) may be simplified and rearranged~ and is seen to resemble 

equation Ba Equations 14 and 22 are also similara In fact a reasonable 

choice of ac in eqo 14 makes the two equations quantitatively similaro There 

still remains the problem of choosing v or So 

This detailed analysis also allows Hillert to calculate the shape 

of the advancing interfaceo One uses the composition determined at the 

interface xY(z , y) in equations 21 a 0 bo The results confirm the approxio 

mation made in the growth calculation that the interface is fairly flato 

These shapes are shown in figure 55o 

Jackson et al have solved the same problem approximately by use 

of an electric analogue (l76)o This approximation results in the simpler 
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diffusion equation 

(24) 

This is Laplaceus equation 9 which also governs the distribution 

of electric potential on a plane conductoro Thus an analogy exists between 

carbon flux and current density 9 or carbon content and local voltage as 

measured by a probeo The configuration used is shown in figo 9o The 

geometrically simple boundary conditions result from the choice of a symmetric 

eutectic reaction 1 so that S0 = Sao Assuming initially an arbitrary inter-

face shape (flat) 9 the composition distribution is measuredo From this the 

shape may be calculated with sufficient accuracy that further iterations 

of the surface shape are unnecessary. 

2o3 Growth Models for Discantinuous Precipitation 

ao Evaluation of the Growth Rate by Dimensional Analysis 

Turnbull (25) bas transformed. Zen.er 9s pearlite growth relation, 

equation 14, into a form suitable- for the description of a boundary diffusion 

controlled processe 
av a 

Let X 0 X be the initial and final mole fractions of 

the minor component in the parent a 9 and new phase respectively, and let 

b be the effective thickness of the incoherent advancing interfaceo Then 

v = b 
(25) .... 

T 

where T is the time ne_cessary to drain the boundary region of solute o Now 

s2 
T :: 

~-
(26) 

so 

X 
av 

= xa bDB 
v :;_ 

ad T e 

X 
(27) 



The spacing S is chosenas that given by Zener for the pearlite 

problem• viz., g S = 2Sco This· is- ~the spacing for which v is a maximum 

in equation·'.\14; however no optimization can be made from eqo 27 since 

34 

the capillarity terms are not specificially taken into accounto Turnbull 

then Wl\ites 

(28) 

f!;'!l 
but Cahn points out that RTin ~is an incorrect expression for ~F (22)o xa 0 

Figure 10 illustrates a possible free energy-composition diagram for dis-

continuous precipitation., If the ~us are the chemical potentials we may 

write 

a~t all 
.... )J = X 

A 
(29) 

(30) 

Further g assuming Henryll s. Law for B and Raoul t us Law for A9 we have 

and 

so that 

~F 
0 

(31) 

( 32) 

·•;':Q xa a 11 l = xa = RT [XCI'.. 1n ,__,
11 

+ ( 1 = X ) Jl.n :1 a a 0 ~ 
X l""' X 

( 33) 

From equation 28 it is inde-ed seen that Turnbull has incorrectly 

used -alJB instead of -~F'i ··.~ <this expression., 
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The main merit of TurnbullDs equation 27 is that it is semi-

quantitative and easy ~o applyG 

be Growth Re~ations for Bowdaq Diffusion and. Reaction Control 

Calm considers the growth probleB of cellular precipitation and 

eutectoid decomposition assuming both interface diffusion and reaction 

oontrol (22)s It can be seen from figG lO that with the assumed can

sti tution local equilibrium. cannot obtain betw®en r/ and ao Therefore 

relations which determine the composition at th~ interfa.@e on the assumption 

of local equilibrium cannot be stated and Cahn enunciates some plausible 

altemati ves. 

The restriction of all solute transport to the cell boundary ha$ 

the important consequence that segregation to the equilibrium composition 

cannot be achieved for any finite growth rateo Fo~ a given spa~ing the 

faster th~ interface advances 9 the less time there is alloweQ for solute 

diffusi~o (We may note that in general a non-equilibrium solute distri= 

bution also derives from a volume diffusion controlled mod~! of the 

eutectoid reaction with the assumption of local equilibrium~ but the 

extreme sharpness of the a and Fe3C free energy curves limits this 
" 

inhomogenei:ty to insignificant levels in the pearlite reactiono) The 

existence of in~omplete solute segregation with some corresponding stored 

free energy is quite compatible with the observation of successive cellular 

reaction discussed in sectioD lill3ca 

The dependence of the lamellar solut~ content oo growth rate is 

expressed indirectly through th~ po~tulated relation 

xa = kXB ~ (34) 

wh®~e XB is the interfaQe composition and k is a constanta Giv®n th® spa©ing 

s~ a greater v requi~es a steeper concentratian gradient and the~efore a 
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larger average concentration in th~ boundarya Eqe 34 shows that Xa is then 

larger as wello 

The interdependence of v and the amount of solute segregation means 

another deg:ree of freedom bas now been introduced into the problema To 

~move thi$ degree of freedom a new kinetic condition must be imposed,.. In 

this model it is assumed that th~ growth !'ate v is proportional to the net 

free energy decl"ease o That is f) theJ boundary mobility becomes important 0 in 

contrast to the assumption made by Brandt and Zener (section 2e2a),.. In 

analytic form 9 we have 

with 

.6F:;: PAF + ~ il 
0 s 

(35) 

(36) 

where M is the boundary mobility, and P is the fraction of ~F available 
0 

for dissipation or conve~si~ to a=S surface energyo P is less than unity 

due to the imcomplete solute segregationo 

The diffusion equation appropriate to th® steady state motion of 

the flat au = a interface is 

(37) 

In writing just one equation for th@ boundary in front of the a 

phase 9it has been assumed that the amount of the a phase is very small so 

that the simultaneous process ill front of the a phase can be ignorede 

Usin,g eqe 34 ® Xa ; kXB@ and placing the origin at the center of the 

a 0 -a interface results in the general solution to eqo 37 

a 0 kvs,2 112 v 
Xa = X + A cosh (~) t o 

B 
(38) 

Th~ constant A is determined by assuming that Xa has its equilibrium com= 
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s position. at the a-B phase boundary 1 y = 2 o From this solution the following 

quantities can be calculatedg 

(l) the fraction of S precipitated 0 

2 

ra 

1/2 

! 

0 

(39) 

(2) the fraction of the total possible free energy change that is released 

on precipitation~ Po On.e must assume some shape for the a=phase free 

energy curve of figo lO for this calculationo 

(3) the fraction of l.lF expended on a-B surface energy 9 Ro 
0 

Noting that 

P = P(a) 0 

we substitute eqo 36 into eq& 3~ to obtain 

2aV v = =M(P(a)~F0 + ~) o 

(40} 

(41) 

Thus eqo 40 and 41 are two equations in the three unknowns v 51 S 1 P 9 and so 

again t> as in the pearlite pt'loblem t no unique determination of the kinetic 

parameters can be made, and some additional criterion must be usedo Cabn 

assumes that the spacing which the system chooses is that which maximizes 

IAFI with respect to spacingo Because of eq. 35 v also attains its maxi-

mum value at this spacingo (When local equilibrium instead of reaction 

control is assumed as in the Zener-Hillert model, the maximum of I ~FI 
corresponds to infinite spacing 1 or to zero growth rate 0 for then no energy 

can be stored in the a-8 interfaceso) 
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Under the assumption of a maximum of IAFI §l the quantities P~ Q~ R9 

P=R and log a have been calculated and plotted in Figo llo The abscissa 

is the param$ter 

ldoia2v2 B ~ = '!""'!!'""""F"~ 
bDBAF

0 

(42) 

all the fa~tors of which can in principle be determined independentlyo In 

h • 0 h • M • • F f . ll . • t l.$ expressJ.on t e ratl.o bD .1.s most l..mportanto rom J.go l.t l.S seen 
B 

that at the extreme of high mobility and low diffysivity much supersaturation 

remains and most of the available chemical free energy is changed to surface 

energyo That isfi) the cell interface requires little net: driving force for 

its advan©ee The limit of this situation is pure boundary diffusion 

control 9 as suggested by Turnbullo At the other extreme much segregation 

i$ achieved and relatively little energy is stored in the fewer a=B surfaceso 

That is 8 a low mobility allows more time for diffusion over the distance·· of 

a larger spacingo The spacing measurements of the last chapter seem to 

indicate such a situationo =2 For both Pb-Sn and Cu=Cd 0 a= lO although 

the so~ute depletion. of the Cu=Cd s"tem alone is great enough to be 

consistent with the high Q shown in figo llo 

Cahn explains the low a in this wayo He assumes that the individual 

atomic mobilities in an incoherent boundary are anisotropico Atoms should 

move more easily along an interface than into or out of one of the adjoining 

latticeso The boundary diffusivity is expected to reflect the larger values 

of atomic mobility while the boundary mobility reflects the lower valuese 

The result is a low Bo Perhaps those activati~ energies for diffusion 

shown in Tab~e 5 ~ which seemed high for boundary diffuSion 8 actually reflect 

the influence of the inte~face mobility on the g~owth processo 

Sulonen ha$ con~idered the effect of the boundary mo~ility in. his 
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model of the driving force for the growth process (72)o It is recalled from 

section 1,8 that in this theory the interface advances to relax the coherency 

stress of the assumed solute depleted zone just ahead of the interface 9 and 

that an external stress can enhance or retard growth parallel or normal to 

the direction of the applied stress, Alloys whose precipitation behaviour 

indicates a low 6 (low mobility and high diffusivity) should be more sensi= 

tive to an external stress than a high B alloy whose precipitation growth 

rate is controlled mainly by the boundary diffusiono It was found that 

the enhancement of the growth rate due to an applied stress was greater 

for Cu=Cd alloys than Pb-Sn alloyso Since the supersaturation remaining 

after precipitation is much less in Cu=Cd 9 then it is indicated that this 

alloy might indeed be characterized by a lower B than Pb-Sno 

In summary 9 we have seen that Turnbullus approximate equation fits 

the growth data for a few systems fairly wello However the Zener spacing 

criterion leads to values about 1/4 of those reportedo Cahnus theory of 

reaction and diffusion control can account for these larger spacings 

although some disagreement exists in the associated degree of segregation, 

and the theory assumes an arbitrary and unchecked boundary mobility valuee 

Therefore we conclude that further study of the theoretical problem may be 

fruitfulo 

2o4 Met~stable Monotectoid = Local Equilibrium Growth Model for Dis

continuous Precipitation 

ao Thermodynamics 

In section loS it was suggested that the discontinuous precipitation 

reaction may occur in a metastable maootectoid system (2l 0 po78)o Not only 

is the growth morphology consistent with this model 0 but local equilibrium 
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can be assumed as wella This model also predicts the occurrence of the 

residual supersaturation and can be modified to allow the repetition of 

a cellular reactiona It will 0 of course, be very difficult to independ-

ently confirm the postulated metastable phase boundaries as indicated in 

figo 7 9 in order to predict the observed supersaturationsa In this 

respect the model has a similar weakness as Cahn~s 9 in which the parameters 

k and M9 which determine the lamellar compositions are difficult to obtain 

independentlyo The results of the present derivation should also apply 

directly to eutectoid reactions involving substitutional solid solutions 

which segregate by phase boundary diffusiono 

Following the suggestion of an underlying metastable monotectoid 

reaction 0 the details of a steady-state growth model based on local 

equilibrium and interface diffusion will now be derivedo 

Local equilibrium allows us to overcome some of the difficulties 

inherent in a boundary diffusion problemo Since the chemical potentials 

of a component in the parent phase 9 the boundary and the growing phase 

are all equal we need not discuss explicitly the composition in the inter-

face o The chemical potentials can be written in terms of composition and 

pressure as 

where i refers to the species 9 

B to the boundary phase 11 and 

a 11 =a 
pa 0 --= a 

r 

~The a and b are used here and elsewhere in numbering the equations to show 

that we are discussing both the a 11 = a and a 11 ... a interfaces e 
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a, I! 
An important implication of equation 43 is the variation of X t 

which must be continuous along the whole interfaceo This requires volume 

diffusion ahead of the interface for at least a few atomic diameterso In 

the following it is therefore assumed that such diffusion can take place 

in the time allowed before the passage of the interface~ but that this 

volume diffusion cannot contribute to the lateral solute transporto That 

this may be the case is seen from a consideration of the Oth term in eqo 

v 
11~ A

0 
exp(:o- z)o D /v is a characteristic forward diffusion distance v 

v 
which may be estimated for a typical system as from 5 to 20 Aa Since 

characteristic spacings are much greater than this 0 no account of lateral 

volume diffusion need be takeno 

Continuing the argument from eqa 43 0 we have 

Since the au and a phases have the same crystal structure 0 

RT .tn 
(45 a., b) 

Using L Xi ~ 1 for each phase allows one to calculate the lamellar com= 

position at local equilibrium for a given curvature 9 vizc 9 

a a a 
Xo ~ Xo (T e P ) 

l. l, 

bo The Diffusion Equation 

We consider a small box of unit depth which moves with the cell 

boundary as shown in figo l2c · Here s is the distance measured along the 
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boundaryo In the steady state location d is sufficiently far from the inter-

a11 a 11 o 
face that X = X 9 the bulk compositiono The boundary flux of component 

two averaged over the effective thickness b is taken to be 

where L is a phenomenological coefficient related to the boundary diffusivity. 

For a mass balance within the box 

b fJ+ J""') \ = + a S S 

where C&oo 
J+ X = = v~ z va 

and 

J 
... xa. X~ 

= = v"""""""' or = v- 0 z va vB 

The above expressions result from the forward motion of the interfaceo 

Therefore 0 

and hence 

where L is an appropriate average for the interfaceo It is seen that eqo a 

49 a is similar to Cahn 11 s eqo 31e 

The differential equation for the shape of the interface is 

2 
d z dy Pa 

0 0 
-=-/-d :g...,~aa 
ds2 s a 

(50 a 9 b) 

where z = z (s) 9 y = y (s) are the parametric shape equationso They are 
0 0 

11 2 11 2 related by the expression y + z = lo Eqso 49 and 50 are a simultaneous 
0 0 
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pair 9 but approximating by the assumption cos e !: 1 decouples themil so 

that the diffusion equation 49 0 may be solved aloneo 

Co Boundary Conditions 

Two pairs of differential equations of order two require a total 

of eight boundary conditionso In addition the positions of the boundaries 

Sa 9 s6
0 are themselves unknown making ten conditions requiredo 

Setting the origin at the center of the av - a interface results 

in the following~ 

z (v) = 0 
0 

II 

z (o) = 0 
0 

At the a 11 = a. = B juncture (y 

tinuity relation 0 

the flux continuity relation, 

b L a a 

(Slol) 

(5lo2} 

(5lo3) 

so. 
~ ~) we may write the interface con-

(Slo4) 

(51.,5) 

(the - 0 + signs indicate the di:5Cmtinuity f alA 
0 """""""' as 

sa 
at y = 2 ) and the 

local equilibrium relations 9 

0 (52) 

Equations 52 represent four equations in five unknowns~ 

a B P , P , and so may be reduced to a single relatiotA aetween any two· of 

them., say 

(5lo6) 
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The interfacial tension balance determines the interface slopes at r- , 
viz i' 

(53) 

where 

(54) 

In order to use these. relations in the solutions of eqo 49 ae b without 

solving eqo 50 a, b we note using figa 13 tbat 0 

0 

1 -dy a 
r 

-~1 
- ds 

and therefore that 
s·a 

and 

2 Pa 
-! -auc; dy = 

o a 

0 

a cos • 

a 
cos • f) 

(5lo7) 

(51.8) 

a f) into which one must substitute the expression for P 9 P found from eqo 

46 a, b,/' .It the center of the a 11 = B interface, y = f 0 the following 

relations applyg 

d(}!2 = J& ) 
l 

0 = ds (5la9) 

and 

dz 
0 as= (SlolO) 

44 
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Thus we have the ten conditions that enable us to find v = v(S) 1 

the lamellar composition distribution and the interface shape. 

There remains the problem of finding or estimating the appropriate··4",r:. 

thermodynamic data to enable detailed calculations following the above 

outlinee 

d. Appro~tte Analytic Solution . for the Diffusion Problem 

Figure 7 shows the free energy curves for a metastable mono-

tactoid reaction. The analytic expression of these curves, including the 

correct dependence on temperature necessary to generate the phase diagram 

shown, is difficult to formulate. In general the local a and a' minima 

must shift to lower X values with decreasing temperature, and the curvature 

about these minima must increase. 

Therefore our complete calculation will be concerned with an analy• 

tically simpler case, the symmetric eutectoid of figure 14. While such 

a specialization of the model has obvious deficiencies when applied to the 

discontinuous precipitation reaction it would appear to be quite realistic 

as applied to many eutectoid reactions involving substitutional solid 

solutions. Most serious of these shortcomings for disoqnt~uous pre-

cipitation is the inability to describe with accuraqy the effect of increasing 

supersaturation starting from the stable a phase (rather than a'). In 

particular, figure 7b predicts that there should be no cellular reaction in 

the region between the stable a-(a T B) and metastable a' - (a' T S) phase 

boundaries. 

For symmetry we assume that the following simplifications hold: 
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and 
a ~ a 9 

v ::: v = v\ = v ., (55) 

The position and shape of the free en.ergy curves of figure 14 are given by: 

a a a'· 2 f ( x,J) c~-,0 ) = A+ q(X • a) 
..... 

(56 a) 
.) 

tti<xa,o> q cxs 2 = A+ =- l+a) (56 b) 

II II 

q tx"' II 
)2 fa (Xa, 0) g; A'.+ - a (56 c) 

and 

where the A's 9 a's and q are empirical constants. Up to this point we still 

allow a unsymmetric phase diagram by not restricting the value of a'. 

The boundary diffusion equations 49 may pe transformed into differ-

ential equations that contain the lamellar composition explicitly• rather 

than the chemical potentials, by using the local equilibrium relations 

a a' 
}.1. = lol· 0 
~ l. 

These expressions are equivalent to the relations 

a fa at'" a' .... fa f 
)ol2 • ~1 = ...,._ = -, = a' 0 

axa ax a X = xa 
(58) 

Therefore, 

a 
u 11 = 2q(X - a) ,.2 ..,. ""l 

a' ' = 2q(X .., a ) , (59 a, b) 

and 

).12 = }.11 

(60 a 1 b) 

Substituting eq. 59 a 0 b into ~9 a 1 b with the approximation cos e = 1 1 

we obtain 
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2qbLV a2(Xa ; a) + v (Xa'o_ Xa) = 0 • 
as 

(61 a, b) 

2 q VL may be identified as the boundary diffusion coefficient, vize 8 

(62) 

a Eqo 61 op~rates directly on X , since the thermodynamic treatment has allowed 

us to bypass the surface phase compositionD XB, which was a necessary 

parameter in Cabn 8 s diffusion eq. 37. 

The solution of eq. 6~ which is symmetrical about the origin, satis-

fying eqs. 51·3 and Sl~9, is 

a a 90 a b · S Sa 
X .... X = R cos ?1. A S ( 0 !., s ~ 2> 

s s--
X~ = Xa

11

o = rf cosh A -~2-
S 

where A is defined by 

' 2 
A2 = .!2_ 

bDB 

sa s 
(...;.,., < s < -> 2 ..... -2 

(63 a) 

(63 b) 

(64) 

In the case of the symmetric eutectoid 9 the number of boundary conditions 

to be applied is reduced· from those specified in the foregoing treatment. 

That is to say 9 we may use the symmetry conditions that a 9 = ~~ and 

For generality, the value X=l may occur in an iQtermediate 

phase rather than at the pure component. The application of eqo 51,5 

yields 

so that 

a B 
R = ""' R • (65) 

Local equilib:t'ium at the a ... a~ - S juncture may be expressed through eq. 

Sl--.6 as 



ofa ~fs 
~~ ... axB o 

s 
Therefore 0 at s = 4 

a B 
X = a = X = 1 + a t 

and hence 

a Ji. S .· A 
R cosh ~ 4 - a = R cosh 'i; = 1 + a 

Combining eqso 65 and 66 we obtain 

1 ... 
- a 

Ra = ... 2 --==:xp 0 

cosh. 4' 
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(66) 

(67) 

To establish a relation between v and S eqso 59 and 60 are used with eqcr 

51=7, 
Au = A) 

V ds = 
0 

a From eqso 53 and 54 for the angle + 9 we deduce 

a cos. 

so that 

cos 

Therefore 9 · 

and 

1 2q(=- =a) 
2 

0 

S/4 

l a As Au=A 
!(2 =a+R cosh S)ds = ~ 

0 

(68) 

(69) 

Eqo 70 may be simplified further if the values of A are small enough that 
A 

tanh 4may be replaced by the first few terms of its power series expansion: 



To verify this we note from Tur.nbull 9s eqo 27 that 

Therefore 

and 

X = X o e 
X 

0 

~ < Oo25 @1 

3 
~!,.) < Oo 005 51 
3 4 

2 A 5 

15 
(4) < Oa 000125 

< 1 
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(71) 

"l Thus the powers series for tanh 4 converges rapidlyo Applying the first 

two terms of eqo 71 to 70 » we obtain 

Therefore 

0 0 

and since 

then 

(72) 

The form of eqo 72 is shown in figo 15o 

Thus a relationship is derived which is quite similar to Hillert's 

volume diffusion eqso 22 and 23 if we delete the quantity b/S (the ratio 

of boundary width to spacing) 9 and note that 
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A' = A l a 11 a 11 

- l :: -2 (XIVO = Xao) ® 
2q(-~) u. 1-J 

2 
as seen from eqso 59 and 60 for zero curvature (P = O)o Zener and Hillert 

assumed 

as the result of the maximum growth rate postulateo We shall leave the 

optimal problem of determining the unique spacing to the following section 

and assume for present purposes that the optimum is designated by 

(73) 

where K is the order of but greater than unityo 

Therefore 

(74) 

or 

(75) 

Eqo 72 or 74 is similar to Tumbull 11 s eqo 27 only if 

Although these coefficients will be of the same magnitude 1 a detailed 

connection cannot be establishedo 

The variation of the quantity q with temperature ~-ll::'~;p~ _to: be-- of 

interest latero The elementary theory of the free energy of solid solutions, 

as given by Cottrell (178) 1 in which the enthalpy of mixing is merely the 

sum of nearest ·neighbour bond energies allows us to estimate this quantity, 

vizo 9 



zU 

q ! ,! RT (eRT ... 2zU) o 
2 
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UAA+UBB 
(In Cottre11°s notation 1 z is the coordination number and U = UAB~ 2 

is the interaction energyo) It can be seen that q inc~ases rapidly with 

decreasing temperature due to the exponential factoro 

Finally at constant temperature eqo 75 predicts that vs3 remains 

constant when the initial composition is varied 9 provided DB is independent 

of compositioao This prediction is capable of experimental test. 

2a5 The Problem of the Choice of Spacing~Variational Principles 

Equation 72 shows that for any spacing S > S t the steady state c 

diffusion equations can be solved to yie~d a particular growth speed. 

However, it was shown experimentally in section 1.7a 1 for a given com-

position and precipitation temperature 9 that a' .Qkno~~::.unique spacing existso 

We say "olm~-\rn since we recall that the Fe=Ni=Ti alloy showed a range of 

spacings that probab~y result~d from the inability of the quasi-coherent 

structure to branch, and that the Cu=Be eutectoid exhibited a variation 

of spacing accompanied by a variation in the composition of the new phaseso 

We do not know whether this range of spacings resulted from a variation in 

a0 S, keeping S = K S, or from a variation of Ko Nonetheless we must not c 

be tempted to infer from figure· 15 that although nodules of all spac~gs 

are growing 1 the fastest soon swamp the rest to yield the experimentally 

observed v and s~ It is recalled from section lo7a that the up and down 

quenching experiments of Turnbull and Treaftis (29) disproved this possi-

bility. 

The problem of selecting the stable kinetic parameters from the 

continuum of possible values i> all of which satisfy the diffusion equations, 

is not limited to discontinuous precipitation• eutectoid 9 or eutectic reactionso 
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Kirkaldy has noted that a similar degree of freedom exists in the morphological 

development of a variety of two~phase reactions (21 1 po96)o Applying the 

principle of local equilibrium to an a + 6 unidirectional growth system one 

finds that the development of a non-planar interface is accompanied by a 

coope:rati ve variatioo. between at least two intensive variables along the 

growth directicno In these cases a planar iBterface is still consistent 

with the diffusion equationso These reactions are tabulated belowo 

TABLE VI ~eactions in which a Non-planar Interface Developso 

Reaction 

ld Dendritic pure element 

solidification from 

supercooled melto 

2o Cellular or dendritic 

binary alloy solidification 

from (constitutionally) 

superQooled melto 

Intensive variables exhibiting 

Cooperative Variation 

VTtA~t VoP (provided by surface 

tension)o 

VT, Vp; VP 

3o Plate or needle precipitation Vp 9 VP~ Ap 

of B phase from a matrixo 

4o Ternary diffusion couple 

wherein the mean lateral com

position passes through a two 

phase region of the phase dia= 

gram at em angle to the t ie=lines o 

* ~ll represents a chemical potential step at the interfaceo If this quantity 

is small then local equilibrium is essentially obtained, 

The departure from local equilibrium does not remove this degree 

of freedom 0 as Cabnvs analysis has shown in section 2o3bo Nor will more 



sophisticated treatments such as the introduction of a volume diffusion 

contribution to the solute transfer in discontinuous precipitation or a 

boundary diffusion contribution in the •utectoid reactiono 
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The approach to a solution of this problem is ac~ually less advanced 

for the a + B reaction than for the (au or y) + a + a reactions which are 

of interest hereo Among the first class of react~ons the isothermal 

ternary diffusion reaction and most isothermal precipitation processes can

not easily be constrained to a specified steady stateo This situation com

plicates the mathematical analysiso Indeed the most ··advailced·:treatments of 

the .ste~dy~·:ancl··wsteady problems merely specify the values of the various 

gradients in Table 6 that are necessary for the development of a non-planar 

interface but they do not specify the interface shape (yielding the equi

valent of the spacing S) nor the composition distribution in the transition 

productso For example 9 in the binary alloy solidification problemi Mullins 

and Sekerka have derived the conditions for ~stability of a planar inter

face with respect to infinitesmal sinusoidal fluctuations (179) but have 

not described the stable transition producto For a given speed of solidi= 

fication and temperature gradient in the liquid such instability only occurs 

for wavelengths between certain limitso The lower limit is set by con= 

sideration of the surface tension 0 while the upper limit is determined by 

the time available for lateral solute diffusiono This result is similar 

to that indicated in figD 15 9 in which a trial lamellar spacing is analogous 

to a trial wavelength and the nodule growth rate is analogous to a positive 

rate of perturbation growtho In both problems the small wavelengths limit 

or small spacing limit exists due to capillarityo However in the solidi= 

fication problem there is also a long wavelength limit because the growth 

of a fluctuation of the interface shape is superposed on the average rate 
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of advance of th* solid=liquid iote~faceo The solidification rate sets 

a limit on th~ time availabl® for the lateral solute diffusion necessary 

for fluctuation growtho Hence a limit is set on the distance or wavelength 

of a fluctuation (t Because only minute fluctuation-s are considered 8 no 

conclusion can b~ made concerning the transition to the ultimate steady 

state configurationo Shewmon has modified the analysis above by intro= 

ducing the effect of reaction control at the interface (167)o No funda

mental advance is made in the quest for a unique interface configuration 

~xcept that the onset of instability is more restrictedo 

We now return to a review of the attempts made to remove this degree 

of fre.edomo 

The analysi$ of Mullins and Sekerka yields the rate of growth of 

a pert~bation of a pa~ticular wavelengtho The authors realize that th® 

fastest growing wavelength caDnot b& chosen as the fundam~ntal of the finite 

steady state be~ause their cal©ulations ar~ stri©tly valid only for infinitesmal 

variation$ of the interface sh~peo Perhaps th$ required method of calcu= 

lation is to assume a sp~ctrum of possible morphologies with a finite 

departu~e from flatness and then to test each shape against further small 

change so 

In the ®xample above it has be~n suggested that the steady state 

morphology can be found by testing a particular configuration for stability 

against fluctuationo Another method of approach is to construct some function· 

which defin~s the stahl® state at an extremum with r~spect to one of the 

kinetic variables (ego ~pacing)o G!a11sdol'iff and Prigog··ibe: have shown that 

for certain hydrodynami© and th®rmodynamic systems., the two approaches to 

the stability p~oblem ar~ equivaleDt (l97)o 
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Kirkaldy has discussed the problem of the selection of an optimi-

~ation principle (21 0 lSO)o As a first step we note that the achievement 

of a stable steady state by finding an extremum of some quantity 

characteristic of the continuum of possible kinetic states is analogous 

to the second law of thermodynamics in determining the stable state of 

a static systemo We next note that the thermodynamics of irreversible 

processes has been applied successfully to a number of steady state pro= 

cesses which are simpler than the problem at hando These are discrete 

systems such as the thermoelectric cell or continuous systems such as a 

single phase ternary diffusion coupleo It is found~ for examplee that 

for a discrete system if the rate of internal entropy productione written 

as a thermodynami~ potential 9 

ll 

I 
i=l 

is minimized with respect to a variation of some of the independent thermo= 

dynamic forces 9 X. 0 the others being kept constant~ then the Le Chatelier 
l. 

stability criterion is generated in the form of an Euler=Lagran9F equation 

like 

(76) 

For a two-force system in which x2 is fixed 9 say 9 this also generated the 

steady state condition in the form 

This theorem~ of course~ makes the rather restrictive assumption that the 

symmetric matrix L ik is ~onstanto 

Onsager has rephrased the stability problem in terms of microscopic 

fluctuations and 9 depending on the boundary conditions 9 obtains both a 
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principle of minimum entropy production and maximum entropy productiono 

Kirkaldy has postulated that the theories of Onsager and Prigogine 

(references given in (21) and (180)) can be extended to yield statements 

concerning heterogeneous dissipative processeso These deliberations have 

not as yet led to a quantitative or unequivocal resulto Nonetheless, if 

such potentials exist 0 it is clear that they must b~ closely related to 

the dissipation function and will lead to a maximization or minimization 9 

depending on the boundary conditionso 

In the following we test the principle that the stable state for 

an isothermal cellular reaction is given by a maximum in the rate of entropy 

proauctiono For th~ volume and boundary diffusion controlled eutectoid 

reactions 0 we let 

(77) 

where 

(78) 

Eqo 78 is approximate since 6F 0 is a function of spacing through the 

influence of local equilibrium on the ~ and B compositionso For boundary 

diffusion control 0 

H s© 
v = ....,_, (1 = -==) 

52 s (79) 

1. 5c l l 
~ = H 2a V ~ ... (l = S)(= S + S) 

s c 



,.l 
I 

"·...1- s )2 = 2oVH =---- ( S = 
s4s c 

c 

d v ~F =~[= 
4(S-S )2 

c 
= dS s ss c 

~[ 
2 S(S=S ) = 

c = s ss c. 

Therefore 

is the required resulto 

For volume diffusio~ control 

H S 
v =.,... (l = ~) s s 

s = 3 s c 

when 
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0 

2(S=S ) 
+ c ] 
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4(S=S ) 2 

c ~ 
0 

(80) 

(81) 

(82) 

Zener (26) proposed that the correct spacing is that which maximizes 

the growth rateo Th~ values so obtained are 2 S and ! S for voltim® and c 2 c 

boundary diffusion control@ respecti ve.ly o: We see that these 't'&lueli do not 

differ greatly from those whi©h yield ~ maximum in the internal entropy 

producticmo 



In the case of controlled eutectic solidification th® indete~

minancy appeal'$ in th6 form of a relation between S and the interfacial 
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undercooling AT ( .1~) o Au uwad hoc:9ll principle to the effect that the under-

eooling is to be minimized has led to fair agreement with experimento For 

low undercooling 0 this is equivalent to an optimization of the rate of 

entropy produ~tiono 

The above result can be compared with that obtained by Cahn (22)o 

He propos®d that the steady state velocity is that for which the free 

energy decrease i~ greatest9 (section 2o3b) 9 which for his model is the 

state of maximum entropy p~oductiono Because of this basic assumption 

of interfacial reaction control the fraction of available free energy 

stored in the a = B interfaces~ R0 (equivalent to 1/1< in eqo 73 for the 

local equilibrium model) varies with the boundary mobilityo Figure 11 

shows that R takes values from Oo05 to Oo5o The fraction. of the free 

energy· that is actually relea~ed by pre.~ipi tat ion and stored in the boun

daries is R/P 9 however 0 wbidb varies from about Oo05 to Oo99 ata £ lOOo 

That is 0 relatively little free energy is dissipated to move the interface 

as the parameters of the system approach the local equilibrium caseo 

Another approach to the problem of stability of the advancing inter

face in the solidification problem is that of Bell (l8l)o Here the 

Le Chatelier principle of moderation for a kinetic system (eogo eqo 76) 

is applied to the fluxes and forces acting across the interfaceo That is 9 

be assumes that the interfacial reaction is most important in determining 

in.terface morphology even if the dissipation in the diffusion field is 

greatero Bell did not extend the theory to a consideration of the spacing 

problem with which we are concernedo 



Ja~kson and Chalmers have proposed another method whereby th® 

lamellar spacing of a eutectic may be uniquely calculated (l8l)o It is 

recalled from section 2o2a that 'the growth speed is a controllable 
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variabl® in the solidification pr©©ess and hence th® undetermined quantity 

that varie~ with th~ spacing is the under©ooling at the interface, 6To 

Assuming local equilibrium, ~T may be calculated a~ that due to the solute 

buildup in the liquid which provides the concentration gradient for 

diffusioo 0 &T10 plus that due to the curvature of the a = L and a = L 

inte~facesi AT2o Tiller $tates that the stable configuration is obtained 

when AT is a minimum with resp~©t t@ $pacing~an intuitive assumption (l1~)o 

Jackson and Chalmers note that if a termination 0 as show in figo 16 9 ~xists 

at the advan©ing interface then the stable spacing will be that for which 

the terminated lamella neither advances to the right with the growth pro= 

cess (decreasing the spacing) nor retreats to the left (increasing the spa= 

cing)o Be~ause of geometry each of the calculated undercoolings A~ and ~T2 
near the termination differ numerically (not functionally) from the values 

calculated far from the terminationo The author$ state that at the stable 

spacing the total undercooling 9 AT1 + AT2 il at thte termination equals that 

~emote from it 9 so that equating these two functions of the spacing yie1ds 

a uniqU® spacingo It i$ our opinion that equating the two total under

coolings is aD arbitra~y step 9 which as~um~s that the region of the termi~ 

nation neither projects from nor re~ede~ into the average interface position 9 

which ultimately mu$t be regarded as having th~ same characteristics as 

an '6ad hoc'v principleo If the two undercoolings are not equal9 which is a 

theoretical possibility 0 then a unique spe~ification of the spacing has not 

be~en achi~vedo 
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In summary we may say that the problem of the internal degree of 

freedom associated with many irrev~rsible processes is an intriguing oneD 

The solution seems to lie in the perturbation methods of Mullins and 

Sekerkag or in the choice of an equival~nt variational principleo For 

the au+ a +6type reacti~n such a variational principle has not as yet been 

definitely establishedo 



CHAPTER 3 -

3ol General Experimental Objectives 

The discussion of the theory of discontinuous precipitation and the 

review of previous work on this reaction suggest ,~ , direction of the exper

mental programo One should obtain as much knowledge of the relevant properties 

and the kinetic parameters of a particular alloy system as possible in order 

to evaluate the theoryo The quantities required are listed belowo 

ao Properties of the Alloy 

lo The thermodynamic properties of the unstable an phaseo 

Such knowledge would verify the existence of an underlying metastable 

monotectoid reactiono This is a most difficult tasko To measure the chemical 

potential of a component in solid solution requires the equilibration of that 

component with another phase 0 eogo vapour or electrolyteo This must be 

accomplished in less time than that required for discontinuous precipitation 

at the interface between the aJl;loy'"Gd the extra phaseo The probability of 

success is greatest at high temperatures (low supersaturation) 0 where the 

nucleation and growth processes are slow 9 but the diffusivity higho 

2d bDB 0 the boundary diffusion coefficiento 

This data can be obtained independently only for grain boundaries in 

stable materialo However 0 the theory actually requires data for the phase 

boundaries (a 11 
= a and a 11 =a) in the unstable region of the phase diagramo 

3o M0 the mobility of the advancing interfaceo 

The problem here is similar to that of determining bD8 o One may have 
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to be satisfied with simple grain boundary mobility data obtained in the 

stable region of the phase diagramo 

4~ Oa· ·~ 0 the interfacial tension of the a = 6 interfaceo 

This quantity might be obtained from the three phase juncture angle 

at the advancing interface provided the surfaces are in mechanical equili

brium for the kinetic situationo The relative orientation of the two phases 

with respect to the interface 0 as determined by Speich for an Fe=Ni=Ti alloy 

(15) 0 should corroborate the above informationo 

bo Parameters of the Growth Process 

So v 8 the speed of cell growtho 

6o s® the lamellar spacingo 

7o X0 (y) 9 x6<y) 0 the composition distribution within the lamellaeo 

It is necessary that this quantity be measured near the advancing 

interface 0 ioeo in material that has recently transformed and not had time 

for the relaxation of any concentration gradientso The spacings within which 

one seeks the concentration variations are of the order of 1~ 0 so that current 

electron-probe microanalysis techniques lack sufficient resolutiono At very 

low supersaturations S increases 9 but the maximum possible concentration 

differences decrease 9 so that there is a further limitation hereo 

The resolution of an electron=probe microanalyser can be imp~ved 

greatly as shown by a short review of some operating principleso Two main 

factors determine the size of the volume element from whi~h characteristic 

x=rays are emittedo The first is the diameter of the electron beam at the 

specimen surface 0 which depends on the aperture size limiting the beam and 

the electron focussing geometryo The second is the accelerating voltage of 

the electron guno The more energetic the electrons 9 the greater is the 

distance over whi~h they can uq diffusen in the specimen and excite x=rays o 
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Decreasing the ac~elerating voltage greatly reduces the intensity of emitted 

x-rays 9 so that the practical limitation of effective spot size is about 

l~o However some of the incident electron~ are s©attered out of the speci

men and may be coun~e&o The fraction of the beam that is backscattered is 

roughly proportional to the average atomic weight of the specimen material 

and is independent of the accelerating potentialo Therefore the voltage 

can be reduced~ and the spot size diminished to a probe about 0 o lp 0 and 

still yield a mea$urable current of backscattered electrons (l88)o Of course 

this method i~ useful anly for binary or pseudobinary alloys whose components 

differ greatly in a.tomic xulfober so that the backscattered fr~c_tion varies 

considerably with composition in the alloyc For example Zn=Cu and Cr-Ni 

alloys cannot be studied by this techniqueo As we shall discuss later this 

~xperiment had to be abandonedo 

a~ ~a(y)g z6 (y)~ the shape of the advancing interface0 

Th~ assumptions of local equilibrium and th* continuous decrease of 

chemical potential from the center of an a lamella to the center of a 6 

lamella require that the curvature increa~e from the centre of a lamella to 

thG edgeo However 0 this condition is not sufficient to infer the existen©e 

of local equilibriumo 

3e2 Cboi~e.~f Alloy System 

'We sbo1.1,ld. l·ike "tO choose the. alloy which i!I'f'l ·yield the maximum amount 

of informationo Choosing an alloy for which some kinetic data is available 

(Table S) allows us to seek the more difficult growth parameters be7 and bo8o 

We discuss the suitability of each of the alloys listed in Table Sa 

1i.; ~ . Pb · .= Sn 

The main drawback of Pb=Sn is the continuation of the precipitation 

and homogenization reactions at and below room: temperatureo Therefore the 
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determination of the lamellar composition and especially the interface shape 

would be extremely difficult., 

.~ ;':·,£-UI:.Cd 

Sulonen reports that the average a · composition in the cell exceeds 

the equilibrium composition by about 0.,3 wt., % Cd for all initial compositions 

~d precipitation temperatures (144)., Assuming a current resolution of about 

l part in 1000 for backscattered electrons means that the composition 

resolution is about Ot~~l8 wto % for Cu...,Cd (or Cu=Ag and CU=In) alloyso There

fore the determination of the composition profile would be difficulto 

Cu-Cd decomposes by a different disc~~!Duous mechanism at low super

saturations 9 which Sulonen beli®ves to be metastable melting as suggested 

by the retrograde a ""' solidus ( 143) o Therefore no measurements of any kind 

can be made in this region of the phase diagramo Finally the rod morphology 

of the cellular precipitate r~quires a more complicated theoretical analysis 

of the growth process (since the amount of m - 6 surface depends not only 

on the rod spacing but also an the relative amount of 6 precipitated)o 

C'o : ~tJr~N~-T i 

Because of the low a - B surface tension the spacing S is very 

small and quite variableo The components do not differ greatly in atomic 

weighto A transmission electron micrograph of an a 11 
... (a + B) interface 

(15) shows a ragged shape 0 suggesting reaction cantrolo (It is not known 9 

howeve%' 0 whether the main growth direction of the cell is in the plane of 

the foilo) For all these reasons 0 this system was not choseno 

,\t~, Au~Ni 

Growth rates have bee:n measured for this alloy (79)o The morphology 

of the precipitate for the e.quiatomic alloy has recently been investigated 

but spacing measurements have nat been published (l84)o At low super-
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sattn'ations~ cells consist of needles of Ni=ricll phase in a Au-rich matrixo 

At high supersaturation the Ni=rich phase assumes a spherical formo Thus 

there may be difficulty in deriving the v=S relation for this morphologyo 

Sellars and Maak have measured the free energy of fonnation of homogeneous 

Au-Ni alloys down to 715°C ~95:)o The maximum temperature of the miscibility 

gap is 808°C so that the free energy change on precipitation is known for 

33°C of undercooling at 73 ato % Nio Because of the diffi~ulties suggested 

by the precipitate morphology 0 this system was not choseno 

"-·eo C~lfi-6Nb 

Because the discontinuous precipitation occurs after Widmanstatten 

precipitate is well developed 0 and because no measurements of spacing have 

been made 0 this system is a poor choice for further studyo 

fo Cu=In 

Figure 5 shows that the lamellar spacings measured by Bobm are 

larger for Cu=In than for any other system (27)o This would facilitate the 

work on both interfa©e shape and lamellar ~ompositiono As mentioned in 

section. lo 7b 0 Bohm interpreted the x=ra.y line. breadth of a reflections in 

terms of elastic strain® saying that the composition of the new phase was 

the equilibrium value ~44)o It was felt that the electron probe experiments 

could verify this point 0 since the atomic weights of Cu (63o6) and In (ll4o8) 

differ substantiallyo 

Another feature that makes Cu=In attractive for further study is the 

value of the apparent diffusion activation energy shown in Table 5 0 22 k cal/ 

gm mole 0 suggesting boundary diffusion controlo Therefore it was decided 

to undertake experimental work with this alloyo 

3o3 A Review of the Precipitation Behaviour from a=Cu=In Alloys 

ao Phase Diagram 
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The a=pbase boun~ary for the Cu-In system shown in Hansen and Anderko 

(189) 1 is drawn mainly from the work of Jo.oes and Owen (163) although the 

diagrams are not identical, especially near the inflection point at 470°C, 

as shown in. figure 17 a 9bo The work of Jones and Owens is discussed h~_I'e 

brieflyo The x=ray method was usedo A calibration was made of the lattice 

parameter of the foCoCo cell versus compodtiou using material from three 

regions of each of several ingots to ensure homogeneity and the reliability 

of the as=Weighed compositionso Samples of an llo4 at %.In alloy (and others 

for temperatures below 400°C) were held for.various times at each tem~ratUre, 

so that when subsequent measurements of lattice parameter showed no change 

with time~equilibrium was assumedo The accuracy of the boundary determination 

appears to be _:! o.2'·.a"t:),::&1L•260~C: deC~ip.g to !. Oa04 % at 400°C and abovea 
! . 

The structure of the o phase, cu9In49 appears to be a tetragonal 

distortion of the cubic y brass s·tructure 0 as suggested by Reynolds 9 Wisman 

and Hume=Rothery on the basis of x.=ray diffractli.on_J.l40) 8 and confirmed by 

Corderoy and Honeycombs by electron diffraction (124)o The y brass structure 

can. be visualized as a superlattice of 3 x 3 x 3 bococo cells (54 atoms) 

from which the cor.ner and center atoms have been removed 9 so that some of 

the remaining 52 atoms occupy positions slightly relaxed from the original 

cube comers and centers ( 14.9) o 

The camposition limits of the 6 phase do not vary with temperature 

as shown in figo 17. 

b o Precipitation Behaviour 

The region of the phase diagram in which discontinuous precipitation 

occurs has been noted in Table 4o Bohm found no general precipitate for 

T < Oo8 T(solvus) using light optical and x=ray metallography (27 9 39)8 but 

Corderoy and Honey~ambe have observed by means of transmission electron 
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microscopy a general precipitate in 8oS and 10 ato % In samples aged at 

0 
temperat~res above 250 Co Nodule growth was eventually halted by the con-

tinuous precipitateo Part of this discrepancy is due to the different 

reso~utions of the two techniques £1 and part may be due to a difference in 

grain size 0 since the larger t:he grain 0 the more time available for the 

development of general precipitate to a resolvable sizeo Because Bohm 

detected no continuous depletion of the matrix by x=ray diffraction in the 

course of the cellular reaction we were not deterred fran studying this 

alloyC7 (Corderoy 11 s paper appeared after the preliminary experimental 

work of this inve~tigation was beguno) 

At each temperature the general precipitate particles seem to grow 

quickly to their maximum dimensions (about l X o3 X o3 ~) 0 the density of 

particles increasing with time (l24)o The particles are not coherent with 

the matrix but have a babit=plane relationship {lll}tll {lOO}ao Each particle 

is surrounded by a high ~oncentratian of dislocationso 

The kinetics of the cellular reaction were studied by Bohm (27)o 

His experimental methods and results are described here brieflyo The growth 

rate was determined as the nodule radius divided by the time of annealo The 

nodule radius was taken as ! times the average radius of a large number of 
'I 

cells (28)o_ As will be seen this procedure involves a small error because 

of the finite time that is required for cells to first· appeill"o The results 

of these measurements are shown in figure ~6~ 

The lamellar spacing was determined by the method of Turnbull and 

Treaftis (28)o The average apparent spacing S8 was first measured as the 

ratio of the width of a cell to the number of lamellae in the cell0 althugh 

it was realized that this apparent spacing was not uniform across a cello 

Then a plot was drawn of the number of (!ells0 n(S.a) 0 whose apparent spacing 
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was less than S;alj The true spacing was Etaken as that value of S. for which 

n(S~ extrapolates to zeroa 30=50 cells were used for these measurementso 

In this way one over~omes the difficulty that arises because most of the 

lamellae are not normal to the polished surfaceo As mentioned 0 Bohm0 s 

results are plotted in figure 5o It was found that T~ullus eqo 28 
a, II 

X 
S % 4aaSV/RTtn -2_ 

xa 
was not obeyeda 

3e 4 Results of Preliminary Experiments 

In order to become familiar with the precipitation behaviour of the 

Cu=In system some growth rate and spacing determinations were made using 

light microscopy o The ':tatchniques and final results will be described latera 

It is sufficient to note at this point that the grotrtb rates 0 v 0 agreed 

to· be about l/8 of those shown in. curve set 4 of figure 5o Confirmation of 

these results appeared in the micrographs shown in reference l24o 

Tbe method of measurement used in our work differed slight~y from 

that of Bobmo Only those areas within a cell wbi©h showed a uniform fine 

spacing were selected for measurement 0 and the minimum of the values 

obtained was used to ensure that the lamellae were normal to the polished 

sectiOR., 

In addition it was foUGd that the general precipitate was quite 

evident for the higher In content alloys in th~ range of temperatures where 

Bohm observed only cellular precipitate 9 as shown in fig a 38., Electron 

microscopy was not necessary to ~onfirm this facto 

Simple preliminary experiments wer~ performed to determine the effect 

of tension on the growth rate of the cellular precipitate 9 as has been done 
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with other alloys by Sulonen (17 0 72)o No anisotropy in growth rate was 

foundo In fact the growth of cells was retarded slightly in all directions 0 

indicating, perhaps~ the presence of precipitate on slip planeso There= 

fore the growth model of Sulonen could not be checked using the Cu=In 

system., 

3o5 Specific Experimental Objectives 

Because our results disagreed with those of Bohm in two important 

areas 0 it was decided to alter our plans for the experimental program., 

The electron-probe microanalysis project was suspended in favour of reliable 

lamellar spacing determination experimentso The finer spacings would also 

make the probe experiments more difficulto The experimental program 

adopted is given belowo 

lo A study is made of the morphology and sequence of the discontinuous and 

continuous precipitation behaviour by light optical and thin foil electron 

microscopyo The extent to which the cellular reaction may be considered 

independent of the other is determinedo 

2o A redetermination of the kinetic parameters v and So 

3o An investigat~~ of the shape of the a' = a and a~ = B interfaces by 

transmission electran microscopyo 

4o A determination of the a ~ phase composition and an estimate of its uni= 

formity across the lamella by means of standard x=ray diffraction techniqueso 

5o A general search for evidence of metastability of the a 11 phase as depicted 

in figo 7o 



CHAPTER ,.. 

EXP£RIMENTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURES 

4el Preparation of Specimens for Precipitation Heat Treatment 

ao Materials . 

Table VII 

Material 

Copper 

Indium 

Source 

Johnson 0 Ma'tiley 

and COoe Ltdo 

Consolidated Mining 

and Smelting Coo 9 

Ltdo 

bo Alloy·.~tion 

Total Impurities 
as Received 

10 ppm 

10 ppm 

Main Impuritie 

The copper and indium were cut from stock by means of a jeweller0 s saw aD 

knife 0 respectively 9 after which they were etched in nitric acid 9 rinsed and 

drie.de Weighings were made . accurate to 0 e l mg e 

The apparatus used to prepare the alloys is shown schematically in 

Figure l8o The description and principles of operation followc 

The_~elium gas was used as a coolant to quickly solidify the alloy withit 

the crucible 1o The purpose of component 2 was the deoxidation of the gas at a 

rapid rateo To do this the gas was first heated by the massive bUDdle of 

tubing 0 , 2a 1 then passed over the large area of copper turnings 2b and finally 

over a water cooled coil 2co 

10 
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The crucible 7 9 machined from National Carbon Coo (Union Carbide) 

grade AUC graphite 9 had a capacity of about 16 gmo of alloyo Before 

materials were added~ the crucible was cleaned by induction heating to 

about l500°C under vacuum until a low pressure could be maintained (about 

10 minutes) o 

To prepare an alloy~ material was placed in the crucible 9 and the 

system was evacuated, then flushed with heliumo The gas cleaning furnace 

was heated up and the gas flow rate set at a low levelo The materials were 

induction melted slowly 0 so that the vapour pressure of th«i unalloyed 

indium was not raised quicklyo When molten the material was stirred by the 

induced currents for about one minuteo The power was switched off and the 

gas flow rate increased for quick solidification of the alloyo The ingots 

always emerged brighto The following nominal compositions in % indium by 

weight were preparedg 

5ol3 

Bo9'1 

l2o10 

l6o58 

Less than l mgo of material was lost on melting each alloyo 

Co Specimen· Preparation 

The quickest way of reducing an ingot to a useful form wasfbund to 

be hot rollingo 

A set of grooved rolls was used which was kindly loaned to us by 

the Canadian Westinghouse Coo in Hamiltono The grooves ranged from about 

Oo30\l0 to o,o4DO diametero 

A small Vycor tube furnace was built as shown in figure 19o The 

ingot was placed in tbe cool portion of the tube which was then flushed 
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with argono A push rod was used to position the ingot at the thermocoupleo 

When the ingot reached 600°C 0 the furnace was tilted about the pivot so 

that the ingot could be quickly removed and passed through the rollso After 

one or two passes the alloy was returned to the furnace and the cycle 

repeatedo This procedure resulted in an almost scale=free rod reduced in 

area by a factor of So 

The material could then be cold rolledo One half of the rod was 

reduced to rod of the minimum diameter of Oo04uvo This material was ©\\lt ut» 

and used for optical microscopy studieso The other half was flat rolled to 

150}.! strip aft.er an anneal at 650°Co This material was used for transmission 

electron microscopy studieso The smoothest rolls were used for this purpose 

and their parallelism was ~arefully checkedo 

One of the alloys was partially melted by overheating during the 

homogenizing treatment (described below)o This alloy was salvaged by the 

following metbodo The alloy was levitation melted in 2 gmo lots in a helium 

atmosphere and then solidified by dropping onto a cold brass plate a8 slic;t•,, 

in figure 20o The help of So Shiraishi is acknowledged bereo The solidi= 

fication was quick enough to restrict long range segregation so that the 

material could be cold rolled to sheet materialo 

do Homogenization and Grain Size Control 

The study of discontinuous precipitation requires reasonable ©ootrol 

of the grain size of the homogenized materialo For growth rate measurements 0 

especially at lower temperatures, where the rate of formation of nodules is 

relatively high 9 a large grain size is preferred so that nodules can grow 

without impingemento For electron microscopy (and at higher tempe~atures) 

a smaller grain size is essential if there is to be a high probability that 
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a ce-ll will be in a section thin. enough to be transparent to electronso 

Therefore the sheet material was homogenized for shorter times and at lower 

temperatures than the rod materialo This practice was compatible with the 

smaller diffusion time required for the sbeeto In annealing the rods 9 care 

0 had to be taken to hold the sample below 610 C for some time to ensure that 

any high indium regions did not melto The ideal grain distribution in the 

rods was for the boundaries to traverse the complete diametero This situation 

was seldom obtained 0 however 9 because thermal grooving anchored a layer of 

smaller grains near the surfaceo 

Preliminary experience showed that the discontinuous reaction was 

substantially suppressed in samples deformed even slightly after homo= 

genizationo Bands of precipitate were observed to outline the slip tracese 

Therefore care was taken in the homogenization treatmento Sheet material 

was cut into rectangles 2 x Oo 5 em and placed in 11'accordions1
" of o 005 110 

molybdenum strip shown in figure 2lao This material served as mechanical 

protecti~g and prevented welding during annealingo Graphite separators 

served the same purpose for rod specimenso These components· were protected 

fui'tber by a cylinder fomed from o 010 1111 molybdenum sheet 0 figure 2lco The 

=5 enveloped specimens were then sealed under a vacuum of 10 torro in Vycor 

tubing to ensure a bright annealo 

The specimens were homogenized in a standard horizontal tube fum ace 0 

whose temperatu:Jre could be monitored independently of the control thermo= 

couple 0 and which could be muffled at each end to prevent canvectiono The 

annealing treatments are tabulated belowo 
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Table VIII ... Homogenizing Treatments 

Composition 

wt %In 5ol3 8o91 l2o10 16o58 

Sheet and Rods 

Tempo 630°C 6.14-0°C 650°C 6~HJ°C· 

Time 20 hro 28 hro 10 hro 8 hro 

Rods ouly 

Tempo 890°C no rods 160°C 650°C 

Time 5 day 5 day 5 day 

After homogenizing 9 the specimens were quenched in the devic:e show in 

figure 2ldo The Vyco'fi ©apsule was placed in thlii! 00 U1111 of the jig 9 and the 

b~ged top was lowered quickly to break the glass as the water sprayed from 

the jetso The disrtance of interfeNnce between the lid and th® capsule was 

about l/16 1111 so that the molybd~num cylinder ©ould protect the sampleso As 

a result the samples emerged bright and undamagedo 

The grain siz~ of sheet material wa~ about Ool5 mmo and that of rod 

material wa~ about Oo S mmo The average grain diameter is taken as 5/3 times 

the l~Dgth of a ~andam line divided by the number of grain bound~ries 

inte~~ected by that line in a polished and etched syrface (42 0 59)o 

.. 4.}o2 CompoSJ.ition Determination 

The ~empositian of each alloy wa$ Cbe©ked by the standard Dabye

Sche~~r x~ray diffraction technique 0 using the lattice parameter versus 

C!OO!position dat~ of JoneJs and Owen (163) which is shown ixil. Table 9o 



Table IX = Lattice Parameter for a Cu=In Alloys 

Indium 0 ato % 

2o0
0 

4o0
1 

5o8'1 

1o6l 

8o4
9 

9oOO 

9o82 

l0o50 

Lattice Parameter 

KX at l8°C A0 at 18°C 

3o60'74 s 

3 0 6269
8 

3o64557 

3o66238 

3o6786l 

3o6974
4 

3o69l38 

31)69918 

3o7046
0 

3o6l!f.74 

3o6343
6 

3o65293 

3o669'78 

3o6860
4 

3o6948
9 

3o69884 

3o7066
5 

3o 1120
8 

It is seen that 10 ato % Ino increases the lattice parameter by 
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about OolA so that an uncertainty oft OoOOOSA means that the composition 

is determined to within Oo05 ato %o 

The reliability of the lattice parameter determination was increased 

by using a copper target with a copper filter of thickness o0l5 mmo rather 

than a nickel filtero This procedure actually permitted the use of four 

wavelengths; Cu=Kat Cu=Ka29 Cu=K
6

g W=Lao The last wavelength resulted 

from evaporation of the tungsten filament material onto the target in an 

older x=ray tubeo As a result there were 12 high angle lines instead of 6 

(including one at 8 ~80°) from whi~h one could extrapolate to obtain precise 

lattice parameters (ioeo to within o0005A)o 

T~e specimens for this study were snipped from $beet material 0 with 

2 or 3 slivers glued together to obtain the optimum thickness of about Oo3 mmo 

A 155 mmo diameter camera was used with exposures ranging from 10 to 40 
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hours 9 depending on the generator and beam port availableo Some of the 

specimens were homogenized materialiand some had various partial pre= 

cipitation treatmentso The results of these measurements are given in 

Table lOo 

Table X = Alloy Compositions 

As Weighed Determined by X=ray 
Diffraction 

Wto % In Ato % In A to % In 

Sol3 2o99 not determined 

Bo97 Sel1 5ol3 + 
0 04 = 

12o70 '7o45 1o51 
i' 

010 = 

l6o58 9o96 10o0'7 + .,10 "" 

It is seen that the deviations for the average of several samples 

in the higher indium alloys are somewhat greater than that due to the 

technique of measuremento It may be that the practice of solidifying the 

ingot in the crucible~ rather than chill casting~ resulted in a macro= 

scopically segregated stru~ture which could not be removed by rolling and 

homogenizingo From section 3o3a we recall that the uncertainties in the 

phase diagram are of the same order as those aboveo Theref©re® calculations 

involving both the initial and equilibrium compositions will have uncer= 

tainties somewhat greater than those given in Table lOo 

bo Partially Precipitated Alloys (a phase) 

The use of samples which have undergone partial precipitation treat~ 

ments results in the extra diffraction lines from the a and o phases 0 from 

which one may calculate the compositions of the a phaseo There is a 

difficulty here g howevero For intense lines from the a phase one needs 
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fine=grained sampl~s precipitated for longer times 0 during which the a 

formed initially may relax to the stable equilibrium campositiono There= 

fore samp~es were chosen for whi@h a lines were just resolvable in the hope 

that these preserved the original composition distributiono 

At lower s~persaturations another problem arose from the lower rate 

of nucleation of cells in ~omparison to the rate of growtho The diffra~tion 

lines were spotty from the few orientations of a availab1e at the Bragg 

~gleo 

4o3 Precipitation Heat Treatment 

Apparatus for the precipitati~n treatments must do the following& 

a) bring the sample to temperature relatively quickly~ 

b) hold the sample at temperat~re~ allowing little oxidation 9 especially in 

th~ sheet specimens 0 

c) quench the sample to preserve th~ cell=matrix interfa©eo 

Two types of furnace were used to meet these requirementso When a 

high growth rate v was expected 0 so that only short precipitation times 

were needed 0 a stirred Na N03 and Na N02 salt bath was usedo The temperature 

was uniform to within about 1/2 inch of top and bottom of thE bath, and 

rema~ed constant for several hours when the furnace was protected from 

strong draftso The voltage from a double the~ocouple was continuously 

reeorded so that any variations could be detectedo Periodically a chrome!= 

alumel thermocoMple wa~ also used with a manually operated potentiometer to 

accurately measure the temperatureo This tb~rmocouple was calibrated at 

the melting points of tin 0 lead and zinco The salt pot was used for pre= 

cipitation times up to 11 hourso The samples were quen~hed into watero 

Th®y emerged with an oxide s~ale that could usually be removed by etching 

or electropolishingo 
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For long heatins periods the specimens were sealed in Pyrex tubing 

using aD inert gas atomosphe:re or a vacuumo A forced convection furnace 81 

Blue M type CW14l2g was used to provide a uniform constant temperatureo 

Again the temperature was continuously monitored and a©curately measuredo 

In this ~ase the time required to reach the required temperature ranged 

up to lO minutesi but this was not considered a serious error when the total 

precipitation time ranged from 10 hours to 35 dayso Ove~ the longest periods 

some temperature drift was inevitableo The samples were quenched using 

the device shown in figure 2ldo 

The details of the heat treatments for each alloy 8 including time, 

temperature and its variatian 0 will be given in section 5o2 with the results 

of the quantitative metallographyo 

4c4 Metallographic Tecbnigues = Light Mi~roscopy 

a() Surfage PNparation 

The rod samples were prepared for examination by standa~d tecbniques2 

mounting in thermoplastic or th~rmosetting.materials 0 wet grinding on 4 

grades of silicon carbide papers" and diamond polishing with kerosene lubri= 

canto F_.f.Dal polishing consisted of either alternated etching and lu diamond 

polish!Bg~ or electropolishingo The following were found to be suitable 

etchesg 

(l) Cr03 25 g 

HN0
3 

40 g 

H
2
o 1001 ml {185) 

(2) K
2

c1
2

07 2 g 

NaCl loS g 

H
2

so
4 8 ml 

H
2
o 100 ml (186) 



The electropolishing_solution was 

l part 

2 parts 

Temperature < = 20°C 

Polishing Voltage 5 = 8 v 

Etch~g Voltage 2 v 

Electropolishing was found to yield better results although contrast 

between grains of the same phase was sometimes pooro 
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Sheet specimens were used for light microscopy when the smaller 

grain size was an advantageo These specimens were not mounted and some

times were not flato They were prepared by electropolishingo 

bo Techniques of Measurement 

A Reichert Universal Camera Microscope Me F was used for measure= 

ments and photographyo 

Measurements of length were made ~ three waysg 

l) using a Vickers 6X eyepiece containing a grid which yielded a resolution 

of 1 part in 60~ or Oo3 ~ with the highest power objective lenso 

2) using the projected image on the ground glass screeng on which a 10 em 

rule may be usedo 

S) using micrograpbs 0 on eithe~ 4 x 5 inch film or 35 mm roll filmo 

All these measurements were calibrated using the stage micrometero The eye~ 

piece was used mainly fo~ nodule size measurements 9 ioeo for lengths greater 

than 5 ~ 0 since this was the quickest way of taking a large number of readings 

as dis~ussed in section 5o2 belowo The projection methods were more suitable 

for spacing measurements where one scans a great number of cells 0 but make$ 

measurements on relatively fewo The 35 mm film offered the advantage of 

speedt but had the disadvantage of difficult focussing and poorer resolutiono 
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If the spacing was measured as the average of 9 say 9 10 lamellae 9 then values 

greater than Oo 3 1J could be obtained to + Oa 03 J.lo Regularity seldom extended 

over a larger number of lamellaeo 

The fraction of grain boundary occupied by cellular precipitate, Ge 

was also measuredo G ~ l when cells have grown in both directions from all 

grain bo~darieso The sample is traversed across a fixed point in the image 

plane (an intersection on the eyepiece grid) with the micrometer drive 9 and 

the number of grain boundaries intersected N1 are countedo On the return 

· drive 0 the number of cell intersections N
2 

are countedo From the definition 

of G and the theory of lineal analysis 

N2 
G :;;: 

2Nl 
0 

From N 1 and the len.gth of traverse .f. the grain diameter may be calculated as 

0 

The initial grain boundary precipitate is ignored in the determination of N2 o 

4o5 Metallographic Techniques = Elect~on Microscopy 

ao Thin Foil Preparation 

Duplex copper indium alloys may be thinned using techniques found 

suitable for several copper based alloys <i92 0 103 0 l04)o Some of the con= 

ditions described are more strict than those given in the references, and were 

necessary for successful thinningo Some of the more elaborate techniques 

described in the literature were omitted since no improvement accompanied 

their useo 

The so=called "window technique" was used~ for which the oblong 

sheet specimen was most suitableo The polishing cell was set up as shown 

in figure 22ao The electrolyte was the same nitric acid and methanol solution 



described in the last sectiono The cell potential was 5 - 6 volts, and 

the temperature was kept below = 30°C, which is lower than for other 

Sl 

copper alloyso The specimen was not agitatedJ) except to remove an initial 

black anodic film 0 but was supported l.oosely so that it could be quickly 

removed at the right momenta 

The specimen was held by a flat jawed clip and given a first out= 

line coating of Microstop lacquer (Michigan Chrome and Chemi~al Cooe Detroit)o 

Polishing was continued until metal was completely~dissolved away in a band 

adjacent to the upper Microstop coating figure 22bo The sample was rinsed, 

dried 9 inverted and given a second coating as showno Ideally 0 subsequent 

polishing resulted in one or two very thin tongues of metal foil® but often 

other regions (near holes or edges) were also suitable for microscopyo With 

the voltage still on 9 the sample was then quickly transferred to a beaker 

of clean methanol cooled with dry ice ~d agitatedo A second and third 

cold ~insing bath ensu~ed removal of the electrolyteo The specimen was 

gently removed from the clip and le:ft in the, ~ast eold beaker of methanol 

until ready to cuta This procedure prevented the formation of a thin oxide 

layer which imparted a speckled appearance in the electron microscope to an 
; 

otherwise featureless specimen 0 and which also resulted in additional diffra-

ction spotsa 

NaBo = Thomas (102) suggests covering the surface of the electrolyte 

with liquid air before removing the specimen from the polishing cello This 

dangerous practice did not result in an improved thin foilo 

The sample and cold methanol were transferred to a shallow dish 

placed on a light boxo Watchmaker tissue was loosely folded about the specimeno 

A foil was cut from the sample with a scalpel using a rolling rather than a 

drawing action o The cut foil and tissue were transferred to a dry dish and 
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an.d rinsed with a jet of acetoneo After drying 0 the specimen was dropped 

into the electron microscope specimen holder in which was placed the coarsest 

grid consistent with adequate specimen supporto 

Tbe rest of the specimen was dealt with in one of several wayso 

If further electropolishing was planned it could be left in the last methanol 

disho If further cutting was planned within a short time it was suspended 

in a capsule in a dewar of liquid nitrogeno The sample was prepared for 

longer storage by a 10 second ultrasonic cleaning in ethanol 0 after which 

it was stored in a vacuum desiccatoro This ~leaning removed the last traces 

of acid from under the Microstop lacquero 

The above procedure was suitable for all compositions and treatments 

of copper-indium alloyso Some prefereDtial polishing of the a phase was 

inevitable., howevero In a recent publication a method for the even polishing 

of multiphase alloys is described by Ginn and Brown (190)o Most of our 

work was complet~d before this method became knowno 

bo Microscope Operation 

A Siemens Elmiskop I was used in this study 0 operated at 100 l<vo 

The magnification was calibrated from a series of photographs of a carbon 

replica of a diffraction grating for the projector pole=piece Illo The 

rotation was determined as a function of magnification setting using these 

photographs and pairs of microscopy and diffraction .... 'pho~ogxiaphs of the ( 111) 

twin plane between crystals in the (110) orientationo 

Co Spacing Determination 

Using light optics one defines the true lamellar spacing as the 

minimum observable spacing within a noduleo Using transmission electron 

microscopy one can readily determine whether the lamellae are normal to the 



foil surfa~eo Figure 23 shows that the a-~ int6rfaces yield contrast 

effectso Ev®n wh~ these ®ffects are not distinguishable from the dark 

o plblue 9 obliqueness is :revealed by an apparent fra@tion of o greater thaD 

~Xp$Ct~d from the application of tb@ lever ruleo 



CHAPTER 5 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Sol Morphology and Sequenc~ of the Discontinuous and Continuous Precipitate 

in Copper Indium Alloys 

ao Morphology of the Discontinuous Precipitate 

Cellular p~®cipitate does not initially exhibit regular coop~rative 

growtho It is usually preceded by a more disorganized grain boundary pre= 

cipi tate whose average 911spa.cing11n ~xceeds that within the cello Figure 2!e. 

(7oS at % Ing 40~°C) shows such a grain boundary precipitate evolving into 

©ells at ·~ few points after 86 minuteso At 290 minutes figure 26 shows 

·the acbiev®m~nt of ©ooperationt the coalescing of adjaeent small cells 0 

and th~ growth of cells from both sides of the original ~ain boundsryo 

Figure 1 (the. same alloy at a late~ time and a higher·temperature) shows 

the d®velopmsnt of cooperation and that several growth directi~s can exist 

_in ~ ~ingle cello It is probable that only the central portion of this cell 

is growing in th~ p~an~ of the micropapho Figure 26 shows the beginning of 

and the region between the two phases i$ populated by ~ relatively high 

dislo~a.tion d~nsi ty t rather than a boundary o The advancing interface and 

p~ecipitata distribution is still irr~gular fo~ this cello No coherent 

ge~~~al pre~ipitate with th~ associated ®la~ti~ strain field is visibleo 

pr~H~ipitation is a ~e©eysta.lliza.tion rea©>tioo in th® literal senseo 

84 
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That th~ boundary precipitate~ as well as the ~ells 0 develop by 

0 l 0 was held at 441 C for 23o5 hrso 1 qu~nched and th~n held at 330 C for 10 

hrso In the fir$t heating the dark irregular boundary precipitat® developed~ 

in the sec©nd the nodules gr~o · It is seen that the b~ginning of the nodule~ 

outli~~s the position ©f the a = au boundary as it was at the end of the 

first t~eatmento Thi~ boundary bowed out between precipitate particles to 

supply them with soluteo Hen©e th~ cells gr~w only on one side of the 

boundary~ avoiding the deplet~d regiono This occured although the boundary 

pre©ipitate spa~ing (! llP} is about three times the cellular precipitate 

lamella~ spacing (3o8 p) at the same temperature ~447°C)o Under these 

ci~©Um$t~ce~ v©lume diffusion in the wi~ml))t of the first pre~ipitate 

might h~v~ b~~n ~xp®©ted to ~©~t~ibut~ to th~ $Olute fluxo Howeverg at 

330°C the ©ells gr~w at thee.~~, ~~ as in $mi'iplt§ls with no prior treatment 

at 447°C 0 showing that no appreciable d~pletiao ~~Yrred in this ~egiono 

One f~ature of nodule zrowth is the frequent observation of fine 

light micro$©opy if th~ ©ells are dissolved back by reheating as shown in 

figure 29o· [Dissolution b~haviour is dis©ussed in Appendix Ao] Figure 30 

In figu~e 1® the spacing app~ars quit~ uniform in th~ central portion 

cated in figure 54 ho He~ !Bdividual lam~llae may vary by mo~e than a 
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factor of twos but groups of just three lamellae differ by less than 20%, 

so that we may safely take the average value in reporting the spacing 

measurement in section 5o2o 

bo The General 6 and 6u Precipitates 

Figure 31 illustrates several features of the ge~eral precipitateo 

Each parti©l~ appears platelike (lyin·g in the {100} planes) ll is surrounded 

by dislocations and ha~ th~ same size as its neighbour 0 as observed by 

Corderoy and Honeycombeo When edge=on these plates show typical strain 

field ~ontrast 9 which suggests that there exists at least partial coherency 

across the habit plane at this stage of th~ aging pro©®SSo 

The density appears uniform except at the upper left corner of the 

mi~~graph wh@r® th~ foil is th~n~~ 9 and n~ar the grain boundary where a 

~one lo3~ wide is fr~~ of precipitateo Thi~ precipitate=free ~one has been 

the obj~~t of study by Embury and Nichol$©~ for th~ system Al=5a9 % Zn-2o9 

% Mg by w~ight (125)a The author$ suggest that the nucleation of th$ pre= 

cipitate requires th® presence iD th~ lattice of a certain vacancy con= 

c~ntration in ex~ess of th® equilibrium value at the aging temperatureo 

At th~ homogenization temp~ratu~ the vacancy concentration is increased, 

but on quenching th@ splubility of vacancies is decreased so that they tend 

to diffuse to the high angle grain boundaries which are good vacancy sinkso 

Therefore at the precipitation temperature a zoo~ adjacent to ~ grain 

boundary lack$ ~ufficient vacancies for precipitate nucleation to oceuri'l 

~d th~ remainder of the grain ha~ a vacancy exe~~s which permits such 

iU.ll©leationo Without b~©oming to© involved in this inter~sting aspect of 

preeipitation in Cu=In alloys 0 we were abl@ to find some evidence to con= 

firm this mod~lo Figure 32 shows a twin boundary eonsisting of coherent 

and incoherent segment~o Assuming that ooly the latter @aD act as vacaney 
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sinks explains the observation that precipitate free zones surround only 

the incoherent segmentso 

Figure 31 also shows an array of boundary precipitates which are 

parallel to one of the orientations of the general precipitate in the same 

graino This is an infrequent occurence" but does not exclude cell formation 

at the same grain boundaryo 

Hitherto there have been no observations of an early stage of the 

general precipitateo Figures 33 0 35" 36 and 37 show a contrast effect which 

we believe to be such an early stage and shall arbitrarily call ~o This 

feature was observed only in the thinnest sections 9 as shown by a comparison 

of the density of general precipitate in figures 31 and 33" which depict 

different grains of the same specimen» and by the fact that these fine 

features fade out in the thicker regions of the foil of figure 33o The 

foil orientation at whicn 6u was visible was near the {110} orientation 0 

with a slight tilt about the [111] direction lying in the plane of the foilo 
:- ~· 

Figure 34a is a diffraction pattern of the area of figure 33 0 and figure 

34b is that of an area not showing the fine precipitateo These particles 

are seen by dark field microscopy figure 35 using one of the strong (lll) 

diffracted beamso The thickness dependence of the contrast is quite notice= 

able in this micrographo In figure 36 the precipitate appears to have both 

a "positiven and 1111negative9u senseo This type of feature has been explained 

by the dynamical theory of electron diffraction as arising from the proximity 

of the particle to the upper or lower foil surface (l93)o The particles 

do not appear like the classical discs of condensed vacancies or small 

dislocatiOD,:~~oopso In figure 31 the interaction of dislocations from the 

large general precipitate particle with the ~v precipitate is evidento 

We have not been able to determine the temporal development of 69
1 
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nor its copious existence in aged alloys of composition other than 10 at % 

Ino Obviously the large 6 particles must have an early stage of development 

and it is not unreasonable to assume that 5u is that predecessoro 

Co The Effect of the General o and 6° Precipitate on the Cellular 

Precipitate 

We shall consider in this section the extent to which the 6 signi= 

ficantly affects the growth of the cellular precipitateo It should be 

appreciated that the longest aging times used for growth rate measurements 

are from l/5 to 1/lO of the time characteristic of the peak mechanical 

properties as measured by Corderoy and Honeycombs (l24)o In these short 

times the mean distance between 6 particles is usually much greater than 

the spacing shown in figures ~1 0 and it will be seen later that the distance 

of nodule advance remains a linear function of time for all but one com-

position and temperature treatmento Figure 38 illustrates the dispersion 

of 6 in this exceptional caseo Figures 39t 40 and 41 show 6 particles in 

the vicinity of9 encountered by and wholly within advancing cellso It is 

seen that the general precipitate disttlijbs cooperative lamellar growth only 

locallyo In particular no large spacing variations are noted in the vicinity 

of a o particle~ showing that the supersaturation is not relieved over large 

distanoeso This may also be inferred from the way that the general precipi= 

tate develops~ mainly by increasing in density rather than in sizeo 

The effect of the fine 6n precipitate can not be the same howevero 

Here the spacing between particles is about the same as the lamellar spacingo 

The advancing cell can see the average of a composition fluctuation over 

these small distances because of the boundary diffusion mechanismo The 

matrix should appear to have slightly less·supersaturation since ·Some free 

energy has been released in the ou precipitation processo From the following 
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kinetic results we cannot estimate the magnitude of this effecto We will 

be able to say that it is not significantly time dependento Indium 

increases the lattice parameter in a copper alloyg and has a larger atomic 

scattering cross section for electronso Therefore one would intuitively 

expeet even small ~lustering tendencies to be easily detected in the electron 

microscopyo Because the detection of 6u is difficult we may tentatively 

conclude that the ou precipitation process involves but a small amount of 

solute segregation 0 and hence a small change in the free energy of the a' 

matrixo 

We summarize this section by saying that the interaction of the o 

and the discontinuous precipitation process confovms to group 3 (Table 4) 

as discussed in section lo4 0 and that the 6u interaction conforms to group 

2 (Table 3)o 

5o2 Grain Boundary Occupation and the Determination of Growth Speed 

Values of G~ the fraction of grain boundaries occupied by nodules 0 

are given in Table llo In general 0 G increases with time and decreases with 

temperatureo As an illustration 0 figure 42 shows a striking difference in 

G for equal values of growth rate Vo It is emphasized that these values 

~e not used in any comparison with the theoryg but are useful for the 

choice of grain size and pre~ipitation time in preparing alloys for electron 

microscopyo They also aid in the determination of Vo 

Both Cahn (42) and Sulonen (144) have ©onsidered the problem of 

estimating the nodul~ growth distance from measurements of cell size in a 

two dimensional sectiono What follows is a specific application to the 

present worko 

When G is low 0 cells are individual and the representative distance 

of advance can be taken as that of the largest nodul® visibleo Those that 
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appear smaller have either been sectioned at a level other than that cor

responding to the largest diameter® or are late starters 0 or have a growth 

speed smaller than the largest noduleso Should the grain boundary from 

which the cell is growing not be normal to the polished section, no great 

error is introduced into the estimate of growth distanceo When G is high 0 

the cells ~oalesce and grow as slabs from the boundaryo The representative 

distance of advance is n©w more difficult to determine~ since the largest 

apparent slab width may be due to oblique grain boundarieso Therefore we 

must take a distance smaller than the largest 9 still keeping in mind the 

late starters and slow growerso Accordingly measurements are made of 

seve~al slab widths and a histogram is plotted of the length of grain 

boundary occupied by each slab widt~ as in figure 43o The tail of the 

distribution is made up of two parts~ that due to obliqueness of thinner 

slabs and that due to the fewer thick slabso Beyond a certain distance 

we expect only the first contributiong and the estimation of this distance 

is aided by noting the appearance of th® larger slabso If the advancing 

front is ragged 9 they are probably not normal to the polished sectiono 

There is ~ added difficulty in estimating the true growth dis= 

tanceo Meas~ement should be made in the direction of cell growth 9 which 

in general 9 is neither normal to the original grain boundary 0 nor in the 

plane of sectiono If a slab is normal to the section plane then the growth 

distanc~ i$ larger than the slab widtho Therefore this error tends to can

cel the previou~ oneo One may conclude that the inferred growth distance 

may· be considered a©curate to within about 20%o The values obtained for 

growth distan©e as a fun@tion of composition 9 temperature and time are 

listed in table llo These values are plotted as a function of time to yield 

the growth velocity as th~ slope 9 and an initial delay timeo Two examples 
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are given in figure 44, showing one essentially linear graph as well as 

one corresponding to figure 38 0 in which the general precipitate affects 

the discontinuous reaction at long timeso The initial delay times are 

associated with the development of cooperative growth from the more 

widely spaced grain boundary precipitateo The values of growth speed are 

tabulated in table 12 and plotted as a function of temperature in figure 

45 0 and of composition in figure 46 o Some of the values for figure 46 

are obtained by interpolation in figure 4So The comparison with the results 

of Bohm (27) is made in figure 46o It is seen that the present work suggests 

a more regular behaviour of Vo For the 7o5 at % In alloy it is seen that 

the growth speed rapidly tends to zero as the temperature increases towards 

the solvus temperatureo 

Table XI Kinetic Data for Discontinuous Precipitation in Cu=In Alloys 

Composition 
ato % In 

5ol3 

Temperature 
'oc 

249o0:t0o5 
~v 

n 

241o~ 2 

34lt.~2tlo0 

e~ 

liU 

392(?0~1.0 

tiU 

448 

249oO*o05 
110 

a~ 

Time 

3o0 day 

9o7 Uti 

20o8 n 

36o0 1111 

4 hr 

9 tV 

18 ou 

48o3 br 

91 " 
16 hr 

11 hr 

410 5 hr 

146o 0 tv 

Grain Size 
mmo 

ol2 

o08 

o04 

ol3 

$125 

% of 
Bo11mdary 
Transformed 

24 

39 

11 

25 

No precipitate a.t 600X 

Di:stan~e of 
Nodule 
Advance lA 

1 

3116 

l4o3 

56 

Sol 

1o3 

··14o6 

41 

80 

<loS 

4 0 0 

10o1 
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Table XI (cont 11 d) 

Composition Temperature Time Grain Size % of Distance of 
ato % In oc mmo Boundary Nodule 

Transformed Advance ll 

329o3:1::lo0 loO hr <loS 

uu 3ol n 5o4 

Dfl 5o8 n o22 14o3 
n lloO VV oll 42 

403o9*lo0 loS hr 5 

n 4o25 hr o25 14 43 

" 4o8 vu 34 
vv l0o3 IV 120 

421 :t l lo25 hr 3o9 
n 4o3 <2 19o5 
U11 llo3 14 80 

7o5l 432o2:tlo0 5o2 br 27 
n llo4 llt olS 3o3 41 
vv l5o9 91 ol4 8o7 66 

447oO*lo2 lOo 5 vv 0 

" 23o 5 'It 0 
uv 47o4 " 3o2 

9f 129 ~u 16 

46lo4:to06 72 119 10 

232 ll1l 0 

472o5:i:l 120 U'l No noduleso 

l0o07 246oO:tloO 2lo 5 v~ 0 
gu 69 ltll o63 <1 6 
n 201 ltV 36 15 

329o3i:Oo9 24 min 0 
11~ 48 !IV o67 11 4 
uu 310 vu o58 54 48 

403o9:tOo3 15 min o4 19 8o4 
n 60 " o57 34 52 
n 230 llU o51 94 150 



Table XII = Kinetic Variablesof Discontinuous Precipitation in Copper 
Indium Alloys 

Variable 

Growth Speed 246 :t lo 0 

em/second 

Spacing-p 

Tempo at 
which 
1/S + 0 (°C) 

Solvus Temp 
(OC) 

249oO:t o5 

329o3:tlo0 

34lo2:jl;lo0 

392oO:tloO 

/1.1.03o9:tlo0 

421 ltl 

432o2±lo0 

447 ilo2 

246 :t loO 

249oO:t o5 

329o3:tlo0 

34lo2:tlo0 

392oO:tlo0 

403o9:!tlo0 

~21 tloO 

'4-32o2:tlo0 

447 :tlo2 

46lo4*0o6 

472o7:t o5 

loS X 10 =9 

2o3 X 10""'8 

2o8 X 10""8 

al3 

o30 

oSS 

-.-;'> 

432:11:10 

454:2: 2 

lOol % 

2 0 .... 10""'9 
0 ""' 

2ol X 10-9 

lo2 X 10""1 

3o8 X 10=? 1 1 10=6 
o X 

2o2 X 10"'"7 

lo25x 10""'7 

5 X lO .... g 

Oo0145 

o091 

ol3 Oo099 

o32 Ool75 

o42 ii 
;;-• 

o59 

3o8 

5 

o52 

450:t5 505±10 

488:t3 554:t 3 
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5o3 The Lamellar Spacing and the Precipitation Behaviour at Low Super= 
saturation 

94 

The results of the lamellar spacing measurements are listed in the 

table 12 and plotted to figure 5 to compare with the values for other alloys 9 

and those of Bohm for Cu~Ino The factor o£ eight discrepancy as mentioned 

in section 3o4 is clearly seeno 

The results are also plotted separately in figure 41 9 with the 

values of the solvus temperature marked for each compositiono It is seen 

that the spacing extrapolates to an infinite value (1/S g 0) at a temperature 

below the solvuso These values of tempe~ature are also listed in table 12 

and plotted on the phase diagram~ figure 17bo Because this feature is most 

interesting 9 attention is concentrated on the observations at low super= 

saturationo For the 5ol3 ato % In no precipitate was seen at 448°C afte~ 

76 hourso The 7 o5 at % alloy yielded recognizabl~ cells at 41Lfi°C 9 a single 

rudimentary nodule in one of the samples at 461°C 0 figure 48" and only grain 

0 boundary and grain corner precipitates at 472o5 C9 figure 49o A 3o0 at % 

In alloy was prepared and samples held at 351o5°C f©r 76 9 148 and 213 hourso 

No cells were observed 9 only grain boundary precipitateso The precipitates" 

as well as those of the 7o5 at \ 9 461° treatment were noted to cause a 

shifting of the original grain boundary as shown befo~e .in figure 21 9 demon= 

strating the continued importance of grain boundary diffusiono Figure 49 

shows that the 1o5 % = 472o5°C sample has relatively smooth grain boundaries 

which suggests a volume diffusion mode of material transporto 

Thus we may conclude that cellul~ precipitation does not p~rsist 

to the limits of the two~phase regiono Only for the small~st supersaturations 0 

however 0 is boundary diffusion unimportanto 

Electron microscopy allows us to try to determine whethe~ or not a 

unique spacing exists for a given precipitation treatmento Figures 50 and 
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51 show two cells in the same sample 11 the first of which has a spacing of 

Oo091~ 9 the second~ Ool6~o The micrographs show that in neither case a~ 

the a - 8 interfaces normal to the foil~and that possibly the finer spaced 

lamellae are more oblique than the coarseo We may tentatively conclude 

~hat a unique spacing does not exist 9 and therefore our tabulated measure= 

me-nts refer to the finest of a range of values o It is not know whether 

these values correspond to the growth rates measuredo If a spectrum of v 

exists as well g we can only measure a value near the maximum a The clari= 

fication of this aspect of the kinetics will have to await improved experi= 

mental methodso In the discussion of the results it will be assumeds 

howeveri that the values of v and S do indeed correspond to the same grow= 

ing cello 

5o4 The CompositiQD of the a = Phase 

The results of the X=ray determination of the a= phase composition 

are shown in table 13 and plotted on the phase diagramg figureDbo The 

finest g~ained material and the maximum times for ea~h composition and 

temperature as shown in table ll were u.sedo Even sos the intensities of 

line$ from the a= phase W®re often lowo These might have been improved if 

a two=step homogenization treatment had been undertak®no An intermediate 

co1d rolling and a s~cond short anneal might have yielded a finer grain 

size for all but tht® higher In alloys where the solvus tempera:ture is fairly 

higho 

Table XIII 

Temperature 
oc 

246 
249 
329o3 
403o9 

The Comfosition of the a= Phase of Cellular Reaction Product 
in AtomJ..c Per Cent Indimno 

Alloy Composition 

1o51 10o01 
----=-~--==----=-----=--==-=----=~--~,~~-

0 = Phas~ Composition 

Equilibrium 
Composition 
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lo These values are uncertain sin~e the diffraction lines from the a= phase 

were quite weako 

2o Tbi$ sample may have been h~ld too long at temperature 9 allowing ~ 

relaxation of the nonequilibrium eompositione since th~ CuKa doublet 

was resolved as shown in figure 52 and discussed belowo 

The variation of composition within the sampl® may be estimated 

from the width of the diffraction lines 9 assuming all of the line broadening 

is due to a variation of composition and not to particle size or lattice 

strainso It is recalled that BOhm assumed the last cause~ after first stating 

that the a= phase had the equilibrium compositiono Figure53a a portion ©f 

the diffraction pattern of the 7oS% = 329°C sampl~~ shows that the Cu=Km 

doublet is resolved for the lower angle .. $ 0 = phase but not for the et=> phase o 

Assuming the minimum line breadth consistent with the blurring of the doublet 9 

AS~~ Oo2°~ we may calculate the minimum composition variation to be 

a dX 
± ax ~ da a cot e A 8= Oo42 at % 

where a is the lattice parametera and ~ is found from table 9o 

The problem of the composition variation in the a phase was briefly 

pursued furthero This work is discussed in Appendix Bo 

The x=ray patterns from the a' = phase on the same films verified 

the lack of any significant loss of supersaturation by continuous precipitationa 

Fo~ example a 1o5% 0 46lo4°Cg 72 hour sample had a ©omposition 7o56 ~ Oo08%o 

Homogenizing the same sample yielded a composition 7o42 ± o08%o After th~ 

fi~st heat treatment general precipitate particles are clearly visible at 

200Xo 

We may conclude f~om these x=ray experiments that the an = phase 

retains its initial composition~ during the course of discontinuous precipitation 
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and that the a - phase composition exceeds the expected equilibrium value 

and probably varies within a cello 

5oS The Advancing Interface 

Figure 54 shows several examples of the advancing interfaceo The 

difficulties in the quantitative evaluation of the shape are obvious~ due 

partly to variations from one lamella to the next~ and partly to the angle 

of sectiono If the average plane of the interface is tilted with respect 

to the foil about an axis in the growth direction i then the center of the 

interface appears flattened and the angles at the three phase juncture are 

blurredo If the tilt is about an axis in the foil and normal to the growth 

direction then the interface may appear fringed 0 figure 54 a,b 9d 9g and 

the angles at the juncture appear exaggeratedo 

Nonetheless several important observations on the shape may be 

madeo The interfaces appear similar to the shapes calculated by Hillert 

(23) for pearlite growing by volume diffusion under the assumption of local 

equilibrium~ as shown in figure 55o In particular 9 although some inter= 

faces are convex toward the a 8 phase all across the lamellae 9 many are 

concave at the centero This corresponds to the case where the spacing is 

larger than that which yields a maximum growth rateo In either casei the 

curvature usually increases from the center to the edges of the lamellaeo~ 

At these places the radius of curvature is as little as 1/10 the spacingo 

This value may be high due to the obliqueness mentioned in the last para= 

grapho For the same reason values of the angles ea (figure 14) range from 

tf,S 
a few degrees to 40°o One cannot determine the relative value of @ from 

such measurements, but the fact that mechanical equilibrium is obtained at 

the. juncture is shown in figure 54a 0 where the average interface direction 

is not normal to the lamellaeo It is seen that the a ~ a 8 interface curves 
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sharply at points like A9 in order to meet the a = S interface at the proper 

~g~o 

A final word should be said on the question of whether these micro

graphs represent the shape of the interface at the temperature of growth 

or whether some alteration occurred in the final quencho This uncertainty 

is less important here than for the pearlite reaction where the fastest 

growth rates are several ordersof magnitude greater than any hereo For 

example~ the fastest growth rate in our work is about 2 x 10=6 em/sec so 

that in 1/10 second the interface can advance only 20 Ao The interfaces in 

air cooled samples were examined and revealed no great differences from 

those shown hereo 



CHAPTER 6 

DISCUSSION 

6ol Introduction 

In Chapter 2, three steady state growth models for discontinuous 

precipitation were presentedo Turnbull 0s dimensional equation 27 is simple 

to applyo No assumptions are made about mechanism or thermodynamics except 

for boundary diffusion control and the arbitrary prediction of lamellar 

spacingo In particular no explanation is given for the final composition 

of the a phase or the repeated discontinuous reaction in Pb=Sn alloyso 

Cahn°s model assumes boundary diffusion, reaction control and a maximum 

rate of free energy decreaseo No simple equation can be tested, but the 

dimensionless parameter B may be checked for consistency among the growth 

variableso The final model assumes boundary diffusion and local equili= 

brium in a metastable monotectoid systemo The optimization problem is 

discussed but no conclusion is reached concerning the correct formulation 

of such a principle for this reactiono In the remainder of this chapter 

we discuss the relative merits of these models using our experimental 

findingso 

Equation 27 may be rewritten as 

bD = 
B 

in which form it was used in Chapter l to evaluate the diffusion activation 

snergies for various systemso It is recalled that the value for Cu=In using 

the spacing and growth rates of Bohm was about 21 Kcal/gmo mole, a reason= 
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able value for boundary diffusiono The same calculations are performed 

here 9 and the values of bDB are plotted on a log scale as a function of 

1000/T°K along with the boundary self=diffusion data for silver in figure 

56o The following observations.may be madeo 

(a} The absolute value of bDB is about 1/4 to 1/100 the value 

for silver grain boundary self diffusion (168)o The data for silver was 

chosen since it has a melting point close to the average solidus tempera

ture of Cu=In alloyso We consider the numerical agreement fairly good 

since Turnbullus equation is only a dimensional one and may therefore 

require a large corrective. numerical constant 9 and since we are con= 

cerned with different diffusing species along phase rather than grain boun= 

darieso 

(b) The curves for each alloy almost overlapo This shows that 

initial composition has little effect on the apparent boundary diffusion 

coefficien~ between phases of different compositiono 

(c) The curve for 7o51% rises less steeply at higher temperatures~ 

This behaviour was suspected to be associated with the anomolous increase 

in the lamella%! spacingi and the accompanying drop in the growth rateo 

If we assume that the temperatures at w~~ch 1/S extrapolates to zero define 

a virtual phase boundary in figure 17b, then new values of X~ may be used 

in equation 27 from which bDB may be\ -.:e<ealculated and plotted in figure 

56o It is seen that the linearity of the curve is restoredo A possible 

significance of this result may be seen by reference to the free energy 

curve in figure 7o If the reciprocal of spacing is proportional to the 

fi.ee energy available from the reactio~i t~-i1: is seen that ·the available 

free energy from a metastable monotectoid reaction, ar1 , is less than 

that available from the ordinary precipitation reaction 1l1F
1 

+ AF 2 o Hence 
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1/S has a smaller value than expected at low supersaturationso This pheno= 

menon is discussed further in section 6o5o 

(d) The activation energy calculated from the curves in fiture 56 

is 36o5 Kcal/gmo moleo This value is considerably higher than that found 

by BObm~ and must be due to the different spacing values obtained in the 

two experimentso One expects boundary diffusion activation energies to 

be from Oo45 to Oo65 of the volume diffusion activation energy for the same 

systemo Neither boundary nor volume diffusion data is available for n 

copper indium alloyso Volume diffusion data is available for a Cu=Sn 

alloys which may be close to those for Cu=In since the copper=solute atom 

size differences are comparable and the constitution diagrams are somewhat 

similaro From Smithellqs, the diffusion coefficient increases rapidly with 

tin content, especially at lower temperatures (168)o This is reflected in 

the drop in the activation energy for volume diffusion~ from 58 Kcal/gmo 

mole at 1% Sn to 35 Kcal/gmo mole at 5 at % Sno The volume diffusion 

activation energy for self=diffusion in copper is 47 Kcal/gmo moleo On 

this basis we might expect the value for boundary diffusion to range from 

16 to 47 Kcal/gmo mole, with a value 20=25 Kcal/gmo mole being most pro= 

bableo The value for silver self=diffusion in figure 56 is 21 Kcal/gmo 

mole o Thus we may suspect that the value obtained,~~-from the application 

of Turnbullus equation is too high to describe a boundary diffusion processo 

A possible explanation of this behaviour which allows us to lower 

the value of a~tivation energy obtained from figure 56 and thus retain the 

boundary diffusion model is now giveno The curves in figure 56 are 

indepe~dent of initial composition, as mentionedo Let us assume a strong 

increase with composition in the ordinary grain boundary diffusion coeffi= 

cient at low temperatures i) as shown in figure 57 5 as ~i$ the actual case 
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for ~u=Sn volume diffusiono Let us further assume that the phase boundary 

diffusion coefficient depends mainly on the composition of the depleted a 

phase 0 and so does not vary greatly with initial composition as is actually 

observed at ~aeh precipitation temperatureo Then the apparently rapid 

increase with temperature of bDB as shown in figure 56 could be due to 

the 'increase in bDB with f as the latter increases with temperatwe as 

indicated by curve A in figure 51o If this composition variation were 

~ubt~acted then a smaller slope in eurve A would be obtainedo 

The other possible explanations of this value for the activation 

energy lie in the possibility that Turnbull 0s equation is not a good 

approximation 0 and that the precipitation process is no~ boundary diffusion 

controlledo These possibilities are best discussed as part of the 

following two sectionso 

6o3 Cahng~·Model 0 and Estimates of the Interface Mobility 

(a) Internal Consistency and the Calculation of Mobility 

The results of Cahn~s model 0 which assumes boundary mobility and 

boundary diffusivity control~ were presented in figure llg using the 

dimensionless parameter 

kMa2v2 
a ~ = bD AF 0 

B o 

The internal consistency of this model may be ehecked by determin~ng S in 

two independent wayso From our experimental data we may estimate both 

Q and R (as defined in section 2o3b} and find B using figo llo The more 

reliable values of a=phase composition given in Table 13 allow us to 

estimate Q = Oo81 ~ o02o Therefore S ~ 4o4 X 10=3 (~ l X lO=S)o 

W~ ale© h~ve the relation 

2oV 
R=sxr 0 

0 
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For the 7oS at % In alloyi at 400°C we have the following values~ 

ao 2 o ~ 400 erg/em (discussed below) 0 

v 

AF 
0 

3 = 7 a 5 em /mole t 

9 = =2o3 x 10 erg/gm molee (from eqo 33) 

S :;: Oo314JJo 

Therefore R = Oo018 and from figo 11 a = 5o2 x lO=S 

Th " " " " h 1 ° of R aM.a. ""'a.S d e most uneerta1n quant1t1es 1n t e eva uat1on ~-~ u an 

llF o Values fo~ grain boundary surface tensions are listed by Inman and 
0 

Tipler (162)o In the cellular precipitate in Cu=In alloys, the lamellae 

are frequently observed to be curved o~ branchedo In fact the analysis 

of several electron diffraction photographs yielded no simple or con= 

sistent habit relationshipo Thus we conclude that a rigid habit is not 

attained and hence the value for a~~ need not be much lower than a typical 

2 grain boundary free energy for a copper alloyo A value of 400 erg/em 

W!Stherefore choseno The estimate of ~F will be discussed latero 
0 

It 

will be seen that the present method should be fairly ~eliable for mod= 

erate supersaturationso 

The two estimates of S agree fairly well for Cu=In alloys o By 

way of contrasts Cahn noted a poor agreement in the ease of Pb=Sn alloyso 

The value of B found from R was approximately the same as that found here, 

but the value found from Q was about 500 times higher 0 due to the relatively 

large supersaturation remaining in the a=phase after the cellular reactiono 

Because the data for Cu=In consistently fits the reaction control 

model 9 the :r1ext important test is a comparison of tb®, 'la.lues of phase 

boundary mobility il M 0 found through Cahn ° s analysis and'. by independent 

methodso There are two methods of calculating M from Cahn 9 s growth model, 

and these are also independento One can use both eqa 41 
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v 
M g. (P=R} AF @ 

0 

and eqo 42 (repeated earlier)a For the application of eqo 41 for the 1o5 

at % In alloy 0 values of v are taken from figo 45® ~F0 from eqo 33 and 

=S (P=R)· from figo 11 for a g 5 X 10 0 One needs values of bDB and k in 

order to apply eqo 42o If these quantities can be measured directly then 

Tumbull~s equation 27! for bDB~ which is derived from theJ kinetic data 

of the precipitation :reaction$) and we ea.n only assume a value for ko 

This value is unityo Nonetheless$) we have calculated M by both methods 

and have plotted the results in figo 58 for the range of temperature 

0 0 33o C to 450 Co It is seen that fair agreement exists between the two 

sets of valueso 

out any accompanying boundary diffuaiong have been chosen to yield values 

of mobility for ~cmparison with those calculated from the discontinuous 

pre~ipitation reaetiono These are grain growth in a concentrated alloy 9 

the massi~e transformation in alloysg and the ery~tallization of 

amorphous thin alloy films which ar~ deposited in a· vaeuu.mo The method 

of calculation of the mobility from these reaetions is outlined in the 

next three section~o 

(b) Mobility Values from Grain Growth in Can©entrated Alloys 

The probl~m of grain boundary migration in eoneentrated alloys 

has not received as mueh ~tudy as that in very pur® metals or dilute alloyso 

Lucke and Stuwe have considered th~ theoretical p~oblem (l94}o The 

boundary mobility is defined in an identi~al manner to that used hereo 

The effect of a solute whi©h is attra©t~d to a g~ain boundary is discussedo 
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The attraction results in a solute atmosphere about the boundaryo This 

atmosphere is most pronounced at lower temperatures and evaporates into 

the lattice at high temperatureso When the boundary is subject to a 

driving pressure the atmosphere exerts a retarding pressureo For a low 

boundary velocity 9 the full atmosphere can maintain a similar velocityo 

At higher velocities the extent of the atmosphere diminishes~ and exerts 

a weaker retardation forceo That is 9 the boundary can break away from 

the atmosphereo The reason for this is that at high velocities insuffi-

eient time is available to maintain the clustering of the solute about 

the moving boundary by volume diffusiono Thus~ at low velocities and 

low temperatures 0 the kinetics of boundary migration should be governed 

by the rate of solute diffusion and should show a high volume diffusion 

activation energy 9 while at high velocities and high temperature the 

kinetics are determined by the mobility alone 9 and the activation energy 

should be that appropriate to grain boundary diffusiono 

Grain growth experiments can provide a good example of pure 

mobility controlo The driving pressure is given by 

(83) 

where r is the radius of curvature of a boundary 9 which will be close to 

the average radius of a graino Therefore 

(84) 

Integrating 

(85) 

where 
(86) 

Thus the measured values of M0 enable us to find a value of mobility for 

comparison with that found by Cahn°s analysiso This will be true so long 
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as the values obtained refer to the same velocity and temperature condi= 

tionsi as discussed in the last paragrapho Immediately it can be seen 

that discontinuous precipitation involves much larger driving forces than 

does grain growtho The average ~adius of curvature in the first case is 

comparable with the spacingg but the pressure of this curvature (exerted 

to retard the interface advance) is only about 1/10 of the total driving 

forceo Therefore the radius of curvature which would exert a driving 

force~ equivalent to (P=R) AF 0 is about 
0 

l - 1 !2 X Oo3~ = 40 U0 

whereas the typical grain size in grain growth experiments is about lO~o 

Therefore cellular precipitation should be less affected by the retardation 

of an atmosphere than is grain growth 9 and if the latter reaction appears 

unaffected then the former certainly iso On the other hand it will be 

seen shortly that the temperatu~ of discontinuous precipitation is usually 

around the lower limit of grain growth experiment temperatures so that 

the e·ffect of an atmosphere would be increased for our react ion o There-= 

fo~e~ a possible explanation for the high value of diffusion activation 

energy found using Turnbull 0 s equation may be the existence of an atmosphere 

at the advancing interfaceo 

Feltham and Copley have measured the grain growth parameters in 

a=brass in the temperature range 415°C to 100°C and for zinc contents of 

10% to 35% (11l)o (No work has been done with Cu=In alloyso) Eqo 85 was 

found to hold~ whi~h shows that long range or cumulative volume diffusion 

effects are not importanto The following expression was found for Mqg 

or 



where 

K 
0 

X ~ mole fraction of zinc~ m 

H1 ~ 2o84 Kcal/gm=mole ~ latent heat of melting for copper~ 

T ~ 1200°K ~ solidus for a SO% Zrn alloyo s 
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The authors interpret this ~~ult as showing that atomisti©ally the grain 

cause of the low initial value of H ® and lbeeaus~ of tm d~crease of H with 
0 

compositiono We may stress that no ~ffect of a bo~dary atmosphere is 

that the boundary mobility is dete~in~d by the lowest values of individual 

atomic mobility in the boundary while the bounda~y diffusivity is deter= 

mined by the highest atomic mobility~ is refuted by the results of these 

experiments o 

To use this result for our work we compare phase diagrams and 

electron=per=atom ratios for Cu=Zn and Cu=In alloys~ and assume that we 

may use the above results by letting 1 at % In b~ equivalemtt©l 3 at \ Zlmo 

Hen~e we calculate H ~ l4o8 Kcal/gm=mole and K ~ 3 x 10=4
o From these 

modelo 

me~hanism of the growth of the new phase appears to range from the passage 
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=V In order to calcul~te th~ mobility~ M ~ IF ~ we also need ~Fo This can= 

not be large for the ~~a©tion is ob~~rved in Cu=Ga alleys at 600°C 

only l6°C below the temp~ratur~ where th~ B phase i$ stabl*o Sin©® th~ 

~s=phase ~an ©nly be stable with respect to S for some finite under©oolingg 

we estimate a maximum value of =~F to be 

0 

20 cal/gm=m©le 

~ 109 erg/gm=mole o 

The~fore a ©onservative e~timate of the mobility at about 600°C is 

cm=gm mole 
sec=erg 0 

This ~ingle estimate is plotted in figo 58~ and it is ~een that 

it compares well with the value obtain®d for grain growth at the same 

of another of the same composition is probably controlled by the same 

~d) The Mobility Value from th~ Crystallization of Amorphous Thin 
Alloy Films 

alloys by simultaneous evapo~ation of each metal of a give~ pair {191 9 192)o 

The subst~ate 0 amo~phous~ or ©~y~talline 9 wa~ maintained at ~SC°K 9 which 

~esulted in the deposition of a h©mogeneous and amorphous alloy filmo On 

homogeneous all©Yo F~~ equiatomi© Cu=Ag alloys this process begins at 
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about 250°K and is fastest at 3S0°K 9 when heating at the rate of 40°K/ 

houro At these temperatures, Cu=Ag alloys should exist as two phases of 

fairly pure copper and silvero The segregation process actually begins 

at about 440°K and is complete at S00°K for the same heating rateo 

It is the first process that is of interest here 9 for the atomic 

mobility associated with the crystallization of an amorphous alloy with-

out long range diffusion should be comparable to that which governs the 

advance of an incoherent interfaceo 

The calculation of a value for the mobility M from the available 

data for this reaction involves several plausible assumptions that have 

not been subject to experimental verifiaationo The only kinetic data 

available is the electrical resistance of the alloy film as a function 

of temperature for a fixed rate of heatingo No isothermal experiments 

have been performedo In addition, the parameters of the crystal growth 

process are unknowno We do not knott the rate of formation or final 

dispersion of crystal nucleio 

The first assumption is that the final grain size is of the order 

f i 
0 ... s 

o the f lm th1ckness 9 10 em, so that there is one spherical crystal 

=15 2 nucleus in a volume, V , of 10 em o Secondly 1 we assume that apart 
0 

from its positive temperature coefficient the relative change in resistance 

is proportional to the relative volume of crystalline material in the 

amorphous matrixo We use the-initial slower change of resistance for 

calculation 9 since at early times there is little likelihood of impinge= 

ment between growing grainso We calculate the isothermal time rate of 

change of resistance as 

clp dp dT 
-: ._,-= 
dt dT dt o 
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From reference 191 we estimate the rate of relative volume change at 250°K 

to be 

1 d V = 1 dp ·., ln =5 = 1 v; dt ~ P dt - u sec o 

Now 

=6 and at the early time we choose r ~ 10 emo 

Finally~ 

v 
v ~ 8~r2 (! £> 

1$-15 10=5 

8-8 '1M 10=12 0 

0 =10 v ~ 4 x 10 em/seco 

The driving force AF is calculated as 

! HR. 
=b.F - T ~T ® 

s 

where H1 ~ average latent heat of melting for silver and copper ~ 2750 

eal/gm-mole, and T ~ temperature at which liquid alloy is in equilibrium s 

with the homogeneous equiatomic alloyo Since copper and silver form a 

simple eutectic 0 at the eutectic temperature (~800°C)i liquid is in equili-

brium with the two solid phasesg which are more stable than a homogeneous 

alloyo 

Therefore® 

and 

AF ~ 2080 cal/gm=moleo 

FinallyiJ 

0 
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For comparison we plot this valu® in Figo 58o Again excellent 

the value obtained by ~xt~~p©lating th~ ~~ults of the grain growth 

mobility and diff~sion terms 9 will re~ult in virt~al oomplian~e with the 

The mo~t u~eful ~lation r~sulting from this model i~ eqo 14 9 

3 48bDBa~6V(K=l) 
vs ~ 

q(!=a)~ 
2 

0 

ness that the ©~s in figu~~ 14 may b~ but a poor approximation to the 

f~ee en~rgy relati~s f©r ©ellular pr~eipitation in Cu=In alloyso vS
3 

should b~ app~oximately p~oportional to bD89 and so is pl©tt~d on a log 

scale as a function of reeipro©al absolute tempe~atu~~ ~n figu~ 59o The 

g~aph is linear ewen.in the high temperature region for the 1o51% alloy 9 

unlike the ©urv~ fo~ Turnbul1°s ~quat!©~ u~ing th~ @quilib~ium solUbility 

datao In addition ws 3 appears ~© be ind~p~nd~nt ©f initial ~©mpositiong 

as wa~ the e~se f©r bDB in figur~ 56o From th~ ~lope of th~ ~urve we 

©alculat* a t~ntative valu~ for th~ a©tivati~ energy fo~. diffusiong 
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~H ~ 31 ~ 3 Keal/gm=mole o 

We next attempt to improve the thermodynamic approximation by considering 

the variat~on with temperature of the ~uantities q and (t = a)2
o For 

the fNe energy cu~ve~ depicted in figure 14 9 these quantities are oon= 

$tq~:,-.9 .• but for. an actual alloy "q9tl should d®erea~ and "a9n increase with 

Thus 

AH ~ ~H = ~H = 2AH 
D q a 

and we must find ~Hq and AHao from eqo 56 a 

q ~ ! 32fm 
2 ~X a2 

0 

zl!J 
1 iT q ~ ~ RT(e = 2zU) 
2 

dH ~ =zU· g = 2RT g 
q 0 

~here T
0 

is t~e maximum tempe~ature of immiscibility in Cottre11°s example 

(118)o ·r~m the Cu=In phase diagram we estimate 

T
0 

~ l0~~°K 9 S© that 

.dHa cannot b~ found in an an~lytieally simp.li :~ayo We shall interpret 

(f = a) as (Xa
0

o = x:) (as recalled from figo 14) and calculate the 

difference quotient rather than the de~ivative~ 
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This is a mo~ reasonable value for a boundary diffusion controlled 

p~ocesso Although th~ ©orrections AHq 0 ~H~ may not be numerically very 

aee~rat~ 0 th®y do have the proper signa In addition these correet.ioos do 

not s~em so large a.s to make the initial approximation an _unreasonable 

~dJU$tment in ~HD e&n be madeo This adju$tment arises f~om the va~iatio.n 

@f ~DB ~ith th® fin~l a=phase eomposition whi©h in turn increases with 

t®mp~rature 0 as shown in figur® 57o 

--

Thus we 9~~ that tb~ appa~ently high diffusion a~tivation energy 

as d®termined from Turnbull 0s analy~is can b® improv®d using th® present 

thermodynamic modelg and that a log plot of vs3 is linear ~ver a wider 

temperatur~ range than is bDB calculated from Turnbull 0s modele 

Th® di~cus!lioo ab©ve is consistent with 9 bu.t is not absolute proof 
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discussed further in the following sectiono 

6oS The Lamellar Spacing and the Available Free Energy of Precipitation 

The reciprocal spacing curves plotted in figure 5 indicate that 

the 1/S values extrapolate to zero at temperatures below the solvus in 

are listed in table l4o (The data for Pb=Sn were obtained by first plotting 
• 1J 

1/S versus Xm 0 at constant temperature~ and then using the phase boundary 

determined by Cahn and Treaftis (lO))o It is seen that all alloys except 

Fe=Ni=Ti behave in a similar mannero 

Table XIV -

Al_loy 

Cu Cd 

Cu Cd 

Cu Cd 

Pb = Sn 

Pb = Sn 

Pb = Sn 

Fe=30 Ni=-6 Ti 

T(! + 0) = T(solvus) for Various Alloys s 

Composition 

loS W1: \ Cd 

2o9 wt % Cd 

3o8 wt ' Cd 

llo2 at % Sn 

14o'7 at % Sn 

l'1o0 at % Sn 

7o5l 

+ 5 :t: 10 (2 -points only). 

= 33 t 5 

= 25 :t 5 

"" 4 :t 3 

= 9 :t 3 

"'" 11 :f: 3 

0 :t 2 

e22 :1!; 12 

=38 :t 8 

=49 ~ 12 

There are two reasons to suspect that the reciprocal spacing is 

-~roportional to the available free energy from the discontinuous pre= 
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eipitation ~eaetio.no First such a proportionality is found experimentally 

for the eutectoid rea@tions in Fe=C~ Cu=Be@ and Cu-Ino In the ease of 

these alloys a plot of 1/S ve~sus T is linear and an extrapolation does 

yield the eutectoid temperature~ T o (Appropriate data may be found in e 

where H is the latent heat of the eut~~toid ~eactione the linear dependence 

of 1/S on tempe~ature proves the required proportionalityo Second~ the 

r~sults of the theory in sections 2o4d and 25 show to a good approximation 

that all optimization p~inciples thus far proposed will yield a proportion= 

2aa8v o 

ality between 1/S and AF00 due to the factor {1= (Aa=A)S) 1n eqo 72o The 

proportionality constant was taken as Ko Therefo~e W@ seek the signifi= 

canee of the 1/S verSU$ T curves in term~·bf the available free energy 

aeco~ding to variou~ thermodynamic models 9 especiall.y at low supersaturationso 

The simpltist model is that depicted in figure 10 9 i oe o 9 not & 

monotectoido The free energy chang~ of reaction is given by eqo 33g 

RT(Xa
11 . . xa xao) 

a; 

!:AF ~ .!lll CiT+ (l = In 1 = X. ) 
0 -

1 = xm 6 
X 

. II a, II D 
For ~mall undereoelings below T fl (X a;: X at T a;: T ) we may use the Taylor 
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and 

ell 
Th .d 0 

• 
0 dX d e d f th h f th h e er1vat1ves ~9 etco are eterm1ne rom e s ape o e ~ p ase 

boundaryo For- the region lli00°C to 500°C the Cu=In m.;..phase boundary .is 

given by 

~here 

a, II 
X :;; Oo015 ·g 

T" g 488°C 0 

p ~ 1o91 X 10=4 

m ~ 2o42 X lO=S o 

Therefore 9 at T g T" 0 

dXa 
dT~ p 

and 

Finally 9 

It can be shown that the second term is small compared to the first even 

at 400°C so tha.~·-.• parabolic dependence of ar on undercooling remainso 
0 

Thus the apparent linear extrapolation of 1/S to zero at temperatures below 

T0 may merely reflect this parabolic variation of AF o To test this state= 
0 

ment we plot in figure 60 1/S versus AF as calculated by eqo 8& for the 
0• 

7o5l % In alloye At low supersaturations (small AF0 ~ the spacing is still 
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larger than expected from the proportionality between 1/S and AF at 
0 

higher supersaturationso 

We next consider the result of a departure from Henryns law for 

the solute.., In this case eqo 33 does not. apply so that we must write for 

the free ener-gy change on precipitation 

since 

(91) 

(92) 

and 

These equations show the departure from Henry 0s and Raoult 0s lawso Eqo 

88 is rather cumbersome to apply 0 so we shall evaluate the first approxi

mation to AF at Xa ~ X
00 

+ AXP We use X0 for X
00 

and X for X0
o From 

(93) 

Finally, 
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Thus a term in AX (or ~T) does exist for a thermodynamic model which is 

more realistic than the previous oneo To a first approximation~ the ~F 

term found in eqo 94 may be added to those of eqo 89 so that the points 

on Figure 60 should be shifted to higher I AF( value so This shift is 

relatively mo~e pronounced at lower supersaturations so that the departure 

of 1/S from proportionality with respect to AF as calculated in this 
0 

section is also more pronouncedo This departure is in the direction that 

favours a metastable monotectoid reaction rather than a simple precipitation 

N&ctiono That is 9 on~ cannot assume that both the above nomal thermo= 

dynamic model holds 0 and that the energy stored in the a=~ interfaces is 

a constant fraction of tha available free energy for all supersaturationso 

We have chosen to retain the latter assumption because of the two reasons 

given previouslyo Finallyi although these results do support a metastable 

monotectoid theoryi we must bear in mind that the spaeing measurements 

do become more difficult at low supersaturation& since the frequency of 

nodule formation is lowerg and that few other workers have concentrated 

efforts in this al"lea. to provide reliable corroborating datao 

Table 14 and figure 5 show that the results for Fe=30 Ni=6Ti 

diffe~ from those for oth®r alloyso Claiming to ~se the Henryus law 

approximation 0 eqo 33g for calculating AF g Spei©h obtains the result (15) 
0 

This expression disagrees in fo~ with eqo 89 0 in which no term linear 

in (T = T~) is present o B@©ause of this diaagreement 0 it is difficult to 

comment further on the spacing data for this alloyo 
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The metastable monotectoid postulate,as a general principle 

appears to run into serious difficulty for the AueNi systemo* As men= 

tioned in section 3o2d® both the growth rates and the free energy of 

formation of supersaturated Au=Ni alloys have been measured (79® 95)o 

At 175°C the free ene~gy of formation curve appears to have a single 

concave downward section from 50 to 90 at % Ni 0 indi~ating a simple 

miscibility gap and no metastable manotectoido In addition the growth 

rates of a 69 at % Ni alloy are measured up to 791°Co This information 

cannot be taken as a positive proof against the monotectoid model 

because Sellars and Maak claim an accuracy of ~ 10 eal/gm mole in the 

free energy data~ and the maximum fre~ energy difference between the 

unstable homogeneous alloy and the stable two phase alloy is also about 

10 cal/gm mole at 115°Co Therefore it is still possible that an inter-

mediate concave upwards section exists in the free energy=composition 

curve 9 as requi~ed for the metastable monotectoid reactiono 

Although it has not been possible to accurately evaluate the 

free energy released on precipitation there is still some value in 

estimating the fraction of this free energy that is stored as inter= 

facial energy 9 denoted by 1/K in eqo 13o From figure 60 at higher AF 
0 

we obtain 

Therefore 

1 K ~ Oo01Sg 

3 2 if we use V = 1o5 em /gm mole~ a ~ 400 erg/em o In terms or the minimum 

possible spacing S ~ figure 15 0 we have S/S = 10o4o c c 

* Profo Mo Hillert® private communication to Profo Jo So Kirkaldyo 
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There are two factors which suggest that this ratio may actually 

be lower than l0o4o First 0 the.solute content of the a=phase does not 

have its equilibrium valueo This was proved experimentally and may be 

understood on the basis of either Cahnns model (Q < 1) 9 or the metastable 

monotectoid model 0 since the o=phase composition determined by local 

equilibrium at each point along the advancing interface will be greater 

than the composition in equilibrium with o at the same temperatureo 

Hence the free energy available for conversion to a = 6 surface is 

~educedo Secondly~ the total free energy available from a metastable 

monotectoid reaction may be substantially less than that calculated from 

The observed spacing may also be said to be at most five and 

seven times the spacing predicted from the assumptions of maximum rate 

of entropy production and maximum growth rate 0 ~espectivelyo These 

high values have been interpreted as evidence that either the local 

equilibrium model presented in section 2o4 does not apply or that the 

correct optimization procedure has not been diseoveredo Another inter= 

pretation concerns the volume diffusion in the a 0 phase that must 

accompany a local equilibrium modelo In section 2o4a (using eqo 17) 

we showed that 0 D /v 0 the typical volume diffusion distance under the 
v 

conditions of growth~ is from SA to 20Ao If this distance is not suffi= 

cient to establish the required composition in the a 0=phase then a 

decrease of v allows the diffusion distance to increaseo In its turn 

the spacing can then increase taking advantage of the greater time 

available for boundary diffusiono As yet we have no evidence to enable 

us to choose between these three explanationso 
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6o6 Suggestions for Future Study 

Discontinuous precipitation is a complex reaction~ whose analysis 

depends on the knowledge of several quantities other than such growth 

a parameters as v~ S9 X o If these quantities can be measured independ= 

ently 9 then progress will be made in the evaluation of the various modelso 

The following suggestions are directed toward this tasko 

(a~ The local equilibrium and interface diffusion model can be 

tested independently of the metastable monoteetoid assumption with a 

eutectoid reaction involving substitutional solid solutionso A system 

should be chosen which does not undergo simultaneous reaction by other 

(b) Although it is impossible to obtain independent data for 

interface diffusion between the phases of interest in a cellular pre= 

cipitation reaction 0 boundary diffusion data in the homogeneous alloys 

of the major phase should still be useful 0 such as in c Cu=Ino 

(e) For similar reasons 9 independent experiments should be per= 

formed to evaluate the mobility of grain boundaries in both a and o 

Cu=In alloyso Both grain growth measurements and experiments to measure 

the rate of crystallization of amorphous alloys should be useful 0 since 

these two experiments are performed at temperatures which bracket the 

temperatures of discontinuous precipitationo If possible the crystal= 

lization process should b~ observed directly at constant temperature so 

that a soundly based growth model can be formulatedo 

(d) It is recalled that the first discontinuous precipitate in 

Fe=30Ni = 6Ti alloys was characterized by a rigid a = S habit 9 resulting 

in a relatively wide variation of spacing within a cell 9 and no branching 

of the lamellaeo If this coherency results in difficulty in attaining 
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the proper spacing when the temperature of reaction is varied'then a way 

has been found to constrain the system to a spacing other than that given 

by the unknown optimization principlea By beginning the reaction at a 

set of temperatures (to obtain a set of spacings) and then varying the 

temperature, curves of the type represented by figure 15 may be generated 

and the diffusion model tested in a direct waya Unfortunately the observed 

spacings are so much greater than S that figure 15 predicts the vari= 
c 

ation of v with S will be smallo 

(e) The difficulty in nucleating cells in Cu=In alloys at low 

supersaturations may be overcome by the following method 9 which makes 

use of the fact that the lamellae do branch easily in this systema The 

precipitation is begun at a ~elatively low temperature to encourage pro= 

fuse coverage of the grain bounda~ies with cellso Then the temperature 

is slowly raised to the temperature of interest so that the lamellae may 

continuously branch to maintain the required spacinga In this way better 

data may be obtained in the low supersaturation regiono 

(f) Experiments should be devised that enable one to measure 

the ~owth rate corresponding to a known spacing and set of crystallo= 

g~aphic parameters (eogo a = 6 lamellar orientation)o In this study 

the value of the kinetic parameters measured depended on the statistical 

methods which extract~d the smallest spacing and largest growth rateo 

ao Precipitation Morphology from c Cu=In Alloys 

Supersaturated a phas~ copper indium alloys were found to 

decompose by both a continuous and discontinuous modeo In addition a 

fine precipitate. ealled 5u~ was observed to form in 10 at% In alloysa 



The general precipitate does not interfere with the cellular ~eaetion in 

alloys with a lower indium content; and for the highest In alloys no 

interference is observed during moderate preeipitation timeso The 

growth rate and lamellar spacing of the dis~~inuous precipitate has 

been measured 0 as well as the average a =phase composition for some heat 

treatmentso It was found that for a given initial composition the 

reciprocal of spacing extrapolated to the value zero at a temperature 

below the solvuso Transmission electron micrographs have been obtained 

of the advancing interfa~e regiono 

bo Evaluation of Various Theories 

An evaluation of the kinetic data showed that Turnbull 0s inter= 

face diffusion model can ac~ount for the growth rateo The activation 

energy calculated fo~ the apparent boundary diffusivity i$ 36o5 Kcal/gm 

mole as opposed to 21 Keal/gm mole found from Bohmgs datao Our apparently 

high value may be due to the variation of the a=pha~e composition with 

the temperature of precipitationo 

The large values of spaeing support Cahngs model of boundary 

diffusion and reaction ~ontrolo However the value of boundary mobility 

~equired for quantitative agreement is about 1000 times smaller than 

that calculated from purely mobility controlled reactions in other copper 

alloyso 

Kirkaldy 0s modelg whi©h assumes boundary diffusion and local 

equilibri~m at the advan~ing interface in a metastable monotectoid 

reaction 9 was purs~ed to yield a kinetic equation relating v and So 

The problem of determining the stable steady state from all the 

possibilities that satisfy the diffusion model equations was considered 

but no conclusion was reachedo The observed interlamellar spacings are 
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about six times greater than those calculated to yield the largest growth 

rate or the largest rate of entropy produc:tion on the basis of this modelo 

On the other hand the phenomenon of the accelerated increase in spacin,g 

at low supersaturat~ons indicates that less free energy is available in 

this transformation than is expected from a simple precipitation reactiono 

This observation is consi-stent with the metastable moo.otectoid reaction 

assumptiono Furthermore the general profile' of the ~advancing interface 

is consistent with a local equilibrium assumption which® for.the dis= 

continuous an + ~ + a reaction~ is only possible with a metastable mono= 

tectoid configurationo 

The v and S data fit the kinetic equation derived for the symmetric 

eutectoid reaction in which local equilibrium and boundary diffusion are 

assumedo Although the translation to the unsymmetric monotectoid is 

difficult 0 the activation energy for diffusion~ 26 t 3 Kcal/gm mole, is 

more plausible than that found from Turnbull 9 s equation® and can be made 

closer to the expected lower value using the same argument concerning the 

temperature variation of the a=phase composition as ~sed for this equationo 

We may consider Turnbullns equation an expedient and useful approximation 

to the one derived in this worko 

Thus there is some indirect evidence for both the reaction control 

and local equilibrium modelo At th'is stage we favour the metastable 

monotectoid model although there is no unequivocal proof for- ito It is 

our opinion that the problem of the choice of mechanism for discontinuous 

precipitation cannot be solved until the problem of the stability criterion 

for lamellar growth reactions is solvedo 



APPENDIX A 

DISSOLUTION OF THE DISCONTINUOUS PRECIPITATE 

IN COPPER = INDIUM ALLOYS 

In Chapter 1 0 we reviewed the morphology and kinetics of the 

discontinuous dissolution in Cu=Cd and Pb=Sn alloys (11 0 145)o In this 

section we briefly describe the dissolution behaviour of Cu=In alloyso 

0 
7oS at % In alloys were first allowed to precipitate at 330 C for ten 

hourso The following treatments were then giveng 

Temperature 

1450°C 

~61°C 

470°C 

Time 

26 hro 

12 hro 

2~ hro 

The relevant microstructures are shown in figures 61~ 62 and 29o Figure 

61 shows that the lamellar structure easily spheroidizes, perhaps due to 

the lack of a strict a.= o orientation relationsbipo Some of the o is pro= 

bably dissolved in this process so that dissolution in Cu=In cannot be com= 

'letely discontinuouso The formerly advancing interface is outlined by 

relatively large 15 partieleso The adjacent region of the matrix seems to 

have a lowe!' density of o particles than areas :remote from the interface 0 

so that the cells may have retreated during the growth of the larger . 

particleso The density of general precipitate is much higher under the 

conditions of this two temperature precipitation process than after 

a single heating at ll.i-50°C for the same time 9 perhaps due to the more copious 

nucleation at the lower temperatureo Thus as the discontinuous precipitate 
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faster rateo 

At 460°\c~ th~ eootin'tUlous pre~ipitate is less dense~ the sphero\'~d.i= 

z~tion still important~ and the laX'lger 6 particles now appear to take a 

position behind th~ interfa©eo 

di$&ppeared ~ompletely 9 l~aving a f~w 6 pa~ti©leso That di~solution 

has proeeed~d pa~tly by th~ ~treat of the nodule int®rface is shown by 

the appearance of small twins whieh hav® th® sam~ orientation ~~ some of 

the l~ge grain g~owth twins in so~ of the regions formerly occupied 

by eellso In this e~s~ th@ ~ phas~ ha~ the orientation of the original 

as doe~ the a phas~ in ~ ©®llo 

We may conclude that dissolution below the solvu~ temperatu~ for 

th~ initial composition$ is ~haracterized by spheroidization 9 and e~

tinU©@S dissoluti~n as well as the dis~ontinuous modeo The kinetics of 

the last prOC®$~ ~hould th~ d~pend on th® ©hanging geometry and com= 

position within the nodule 9 and ~© may be difficult to interpreto No 



APPENDIX B 

. s 
THE USE OF MOIRE PATTERNS IN THE STUDY OF FINE SCALE 

COMPOSITION VARIATIONS 

Moir4 patterns have been observed in electron microscopy when 

two lattices are superposed (198i 199)o A simple explanation of this 

phenomenon comes from the analogy to microscopic light opticso When 

two almost identical grids are superposed a Moi~ pattern is observedo 

Sets of atomic planes almost parallel to the electron beam are analogous 

to the set of lines in a grido Two simple types of pattern existt that 

for which the grids are parallel to each other 1 but have different spa= 

cing 1 and that for which the grids have the same spacing, but are 

rotated with respect to one anothero 

Moi~ fringes arise from double diffraction in electron microscopy. 

A bright field image may be formed if the direct beam is combined with 

a beam so diffracted by each lattice in turn that it enters the objective 

aperture. The fringe spacing is given by the expression from light optics 

to a first approximation. For the parallel.case the spacing in 

where d10 d2 are the spacings of the relevant atomic planes. From the 

dynamical theory of electron diffraction Hashimoto et al have shown that 

the fringe spacing also depends on the thickness of the foils and the 

deviation from the Bragg angle (l47)o (For parallel lattices~ the 

crystals cannot both be at the Bragg conditiono) A 10% spacing variation 
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can result from these causeso 

If the pair of parallel lattices is formed by the epitaxial growth 

of one crystal on an existing thin foil~ then a second source of error 

in eqo Al is presento The two lattices can be continuous if they exist 

in a state of plane strain at the interface or if an array of dislocations 

is present at the interface to accommodate the misfito Van der Merwe 

has ·ShoWn theoretically that all of the elastic strain is not relieved 

by a dislocation array (148)o 

Nonetheless eqo Al shows that the fringe spaeing u can be a 

sensitive function of one of the lattice spacings~ d1 & sayo Since the 

lattice parameter varies strongly with composition in Cu=In alloys then 

we have the possibility of determining composition variation on a fine 

scale. The variation of u with composition .is given by 

where The results of 

some calculations are summarized be~ow~ for the average composition 

X = 2 at % In 9 and the (200) planeso 

Second Foil d2 u 6u/ 6 X 

Cu lo804 320A 160 Ao/% 

Ni lo758 60A 5 Ao/% 

Embury and Duff have shown that copper may be deposited -:~epi taxi= 

ally an thinned copper indium alloys using a cyanide copper plating solu• 

tion and a low current density~ OoS ma/cm2 (1~6)o High current densities 

result in the normal polycrystalline deposito Moire fringes appeared 

with thinner deposits and a dislocation network with thicker deposits 
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(longer times at the same current density)e The autho~s' main interest 

is the initiation of the dis©aDtinuous precipitate (private communi-

cation)o 

The ventilation in the specimen preparation area in our labora-

tories did not seem adequate for the use of cyanide solutions 9 and so 

,other solutions were tried4 Sulphate copper plating solutions resulted 

in an etched and jagged foil 9 probably due to the action of the acid 

during the time between electrodeposition and rinsingo A nickel plating 

solution (less acidic) was tried and found successfulo This solution 

was prepared from a recipe received from H4 Deem: 

Ni ct2 ~ 1 oz/gallon 

Ni so4 (H2o)5 = to make total metal content 10 oz/gal 

Boric acid = 5 oz/gal 

Dreft = a few drops from a solution of 1 tsp/gal 
0 ' 

100 gm/gal of activated charcoal are addedi the solution heated to 80 C 

and left to eool 12 hourso ,'o After filt~ation the solution was ready for 

'use. The Ph should be between So4 and 5o6o 

Samples were thinned in the usual manner~ rinsed and immediately 

transferred to the electroplating solution in which a copper coupon of 

1 em2 area was being plated at a preset current level of loS mao After 

one minute of plating the specimen was rinsed and cut for electron micro= 

scopyo Figures 63 a and b show the appearance of the still untransformed 

0 area of a 7oS % In alloy aged ten hours at 330 C4 The fringes of Figure 

63a are seen to be fairly regular over wide areas 0 but less so than are 

those arising from epitaxial deposition from the vapour at higher temper= 

atures (l98)o The spacing is about 100A9 about twice the largest expected 

from eqo Alo This shows the effect of the coherency strain which decreases 
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the difference between the lattice parameters of two materialso One 

would also expect a change in ~to arise from this straino Figure 63b 

shows what may be a dislocation-network at the interface between the 

two layers a A different area of the same specimen is. photographed a 

It is not known to what extent the appearance of dislocations depends 

on either a variation in deposition rate with surface orientation, or 

on the variation of the diffraction conditions with orientationo 

The study was not extended to include thinna~ and plated 

nodules, and so the variation of fringe spacing across the lamellae 

was not investigatedo Previous work indicates that cells do not thin 

uniformly® ioeo the 6 phase is polished at a slower rate than the a 

phase and the thickne~s of a phase appears to vary across the lamellaeo 

Consequently one expects the fringe spacing to vary both for this 

reason and because of any composition variationo Neverthelessi this 

method appears to be a promising technique for investigating fine scale 

composition variations in cellular preeipitateso 
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Fig, l Typical Cellular Precipitate, Cu-7.5 at % In, 
0 aged 10 hr. at 420 C, 

1000 X 

l530X 

Three of the twins in the mother grain continue into t-he colony. hut n ~<t t liP 
fourth. Same specimen as above. 

Cu - 1.82 wt % Cd, aged 4796 hr. at. 300°C, 

Ref. 144, 



Fig. 3 Interfacial Precipitation in Nb - 8,7 wt % Cr .. 

6 hr. at 12os0 c. lo.ooox. Ref . 43. 

A ~li h t ly adyan('Pd , tag:P oft h( d)scontinuous 
d1s.~omtion pn Pe.·. in thP ~ ·+- fJ ru:nge... The.. 2 .75 
\ ·t . 0 (, Cd Hlloy ~o1u11on ann '\H1--~l .2. ~ in at 5oO C 
aft.er f•onlplP1f' d1. (•nntinnou:o:. ~p1'h ~ 35G G 

X2.500 

Fig. 4 Cu - Cd alloy, Ref. 11. 



Curve 

1 = 1 

l = 2 

1 = 3 

1 = 4 

2 = 1 

2 = 2 

3 ""' 1 

4 "" l 

4 = 2 

4 = 3 

5 "" 1 

5 = 2 

5 "" 3 

FIGURE 5 

Legend 

Alloy Reference 

Pb = llo2 At % Sn 28 

uu l2o4 i1l vu uu vv 

IIU 14o 1 nu uv 110 

ftV l7o0 BU uu n 

Ct! = 2o90 wt % Cd 144 

gg 3o 81 99 n uv 

Fe = 30 wt % Ni - 6 Ti 15 

Cu.= 10 wt % In 21 

U!l l2o5 011 uu 

gg 15 UB n 

Cu = 5ol3 tft % In Present work o 

on 7o51 Ull tv 

uu 10o0'7 f\l u 

(These last results may be disregarded for the dis©ussion 
in Chapter lo ) 
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FIG. 6 COMPOSITION- TEMPERATURE RELATIONS 
FOR DISCONTINUOUS DISSOLUTION 
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FIG. 7 FREE ENERGY CURVES AND PHASE 
DIAGRAM FOR METASTABLE MONOTECTOID 
REACTION 
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(b) 

(a) Resistance paper with electrodes. The electrode 
on the left edge imposes a constant potential; the free 
right-hand side and top edge permit no current to flow 
across these lines. The resistors art' adjusted to givE' the 
same current from each of thl• electrodes along the bottom. 
(b) The dotted area shows the portion of the lamellar 
growth front represented by the resistance paper, and the 

. corresponding boundar·y conditions. 

Fig. 9 

Fig, 11 

The Electric Analogue for Eutectic Growth, 

Ref. 117, 
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FIG. 10 A POSSIBLE FREE ENERGY OF FORM
ATION VERSUS COMPOSITION DIAGRAM FOR 
DISCONTINUOUS PRECIPITATION . 
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FIG. 12 THE MATRIX - NODULE OR AUSTENJTE 
PEARLITE INTERFACE 
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FIG. 14 .FREE ENERGY VERSUS COMPOSITION FOR 

A SYMMETRIC EUTECTOID. 
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Termination of lamellar (sdtemat it'). 

Fig. 16 Ref, 187, 
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FIG. 18 ALLOY PREPARATION APPARATUS 
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FIG. 22 a ELECTROPOLISHING CELL 
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fig. 23 

Fig, 25 

Oblique lamellae in 
5,1% In, 395°C, 84 hrs. 
12,000X • 

. . 
Cell growth in 75% In, 
4040C 1 290 min 1 650X. 

Fig, 24 

Fig, 26 

... 

, . . ~ 

Cell Beginning in 
7.5% In• 404oc, 
86 min, 650X. 

Cell Beginning in 
. 7.5% In, 404°C, 290 
min, 15 ,ooox. 
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Fig. 27 
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7.5% In. 447°C,- 24 hr.; 
0 

then 330 c,- 10 hr. 
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Fig. 28 

Fig. 30 

5,13%, 345°C, 18 nr. 
lO,OOOX 

7,5%, 4~2°C, 15 hr. 
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Fig, )l 10 . 1% In , 246°C 207 hr. , 15,200X 

r.>.!- , .(""\. "'\ .,/ ,... -.1 . /0~ 



Fig. 33 

Fig. 34a 

10 .. 1% In. 246°C, ~07 hr .. , 29,000X 

Diffraction of area 
of . Fig . 33 

Diffraction of area of 
Fig. 33 for orientation 
where b' is not visible 



Fig. 36 10,1 % In, 246°C, 207 hr. 

93 , 000X 

Fig. 35 

0 10.1% In, 246 c, 207 hr. 

Dark field, using strong 

(111) beam. 47,ooox. 

Fig. 37 10,1% In, 330°C, 

310 min. 93 , 000X 



Fig. 38 

Fig. 40 

0 10.1 % In, 404 C, 230 min. Fig. 39 

1500X, 

10.1 % In, 246°C, 207 hr. Fig. 41 

40,000X 

0 10.1 % In, 404 c, 
60 min, so,ooox 

0 
10.1 % In, 4001 c, 
230 min, 14tOOOX 



Fig. 42 Variation of Grain Boundary Occupation with Temperature 

0 a. 7,5 % In. 328 c, 11.3 hr, 400X. 
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FIG. 43 
HISTOGRAM OF CELL GROW·TH DISTANCE 
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FIG. 45 GROWTH SPEED VERSUS TEMPERATURE 

FOR COPPER INDIUM ALLOYS 
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FIG. 46 GROWTH SPEED VERSUS COMPOSITION 
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Fig. 48 

Fig. so 

7.5 % In, 46J°C, 72 hr, 

760X. 

0 7.5%; 24q c. 391 hr. 

70;000X. 

Fig. 49 

fig. 51 
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7~ % In, 472.5°C 1 
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0 
7.5%. 249 c, 
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Fig. 52 

Fig. 53 

0 Dehye Scherrer X-ray Photograph of 10.1 % In, 404 c, 
4 hr. Kal • Ka2 doublet is resolved for a ohase. 

a' a' 
0 Debye - Scherrer X-ray Photograph of 7.5 % In, 329 c, 

ll hr. 

K doublet is resoJved for a' phase. al' a2 
K al' a2 doublet is not resolved for a phase. 



Fig. 54 Examples of the Cell - Matrix Interface 
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FIG. 57 PROPOSED VARIATION OF BOUNDARY DIFF
USION COEFFICIENT WITH TEMPERATURE 
AND COMPOSITION . 
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FIG. 58 THE INTERFACE MOBILITY FOR 
VARIOUS REACTIONS 
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FIG. 59 v s3 VERSUS RECIPROCAL TEMPERATURE 
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FIG. 60 

RECIPROCAL SPACING VERSUS -6 F0 AS 
CALCULATED FROM EQUATION 88. 
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Fig . 61 

Fig . 62 

7. 5%In, held 10 hr. at ·330°C, then 26 hr. at 450°C 
1780x 

7.5%In, 0 
held 10 hr . at 330 C, 

760x 
then 12 hr. at 461°C 
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Fig. 53 Cu-7.5%In, thinned and electroplated with Ni for 
1 min. at 1.5 rna/em 

a. Moire pattern. lO,OOOx 

b~ Dislocation Network. 73,000x 




